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$1.5 million received

Derrick announces
federal grant for CUTri-County project
with Clemson for over 30 years, and
this is one of a series of cooperative
efforts with Clemson."
Congressman Derrick secured the
Longtime partners, Clemson Uni- grant for materials for the center in
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build our
tinuing education and teleconferencing facility," said Clemson president Max Lennon. "We are extremely
pleased to let everyone become
aware that we have been working
with Tri-County Technical College
so that we can work together to
maximize the use of the facility and
benefit South Carolinians in the best
possible way."
"1 am especially pleased with
announcement," said Tri-County
Tech president Don Garrison. "TriCounty has enjoyed a relationship
mum

.

i

conference center will be built on a
39,000-gross-square-foot on university property next to Lake Hartwell
south of Perimeter Road. The federal grant will allow the facility to
deliver and receive programming
covering long distances, even from
foreign nations. It will build on
Clemson's existing video programming facilities and use the state
educational television network's
planned multiple channel satellitedelivery system.
continued on page on page 8A

It's all a matter of time.
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by Craig Schoenbauer
staff writer
Stalking.
These days the word itself,
along with the images it brings to
mind, frightens almost everyone.
For most, it's their worst nightmare. But does anybody ever really believe it could happen to
them?
For one Clemson student, the
nightmare became a reality last
Thursday night.
Around 11 p.m., police responded to a domestic dispute at
the Thornhill Apartment complex
on campus. When they arrived at
the scene, they found 19-year old
Russell Hawthorne of Seneca standing outside his ex-girlfriend's apartment, arguing with her.
Hawthorne, who. according to
warrants, had been stalking the
victim for a 10-day period prior to
the incident (harassing ana threatening her life), was asked by police to leave the campus and not
return.
After Hawthorne had left the
scene, the victim, still shaken by
the ordeal, requested a police es-

cort to her car where, upon arriving
at the vehicle, police discovered
Hawthorne crouched down on the
rear floor board.
Hawthorne was immediately arrested for breaking and entering a
motor vehicle and was later charged
(under a recently passed statute)
with stalking.
"In the past," said John McKenzie,
Director of Public Safety for Clemson University, "until the person
actually did something to violate the
law there wasn't a great deal the
police could do about it. Now, with
this new statute, we have the ability
to do something. And we intend to."
The statute, which specifies a
number of degrees of stalking ranging from simple harassment to actual physical threats, allows police
more freedom to act upon allegations before any actual harm comes
to the victim.
ugh stalking is becoming a
nationwide problem, this incident,
according to McKenzie, is an iso^Ueu one and is no cause for alarm.
"Most stalkings are related to
domestic issues," said McKenzie.
"Very few strangers single out an
individual to follow around and doi

this to. It's usually a result of a
relationship gone bad."
Hawthorne, who is not a Clemson student, was released Friday
Afternoon on a two thousand dollar personal recognizance bond.
He faces up to five years and a
one thousand dollar fine for breaking and entering a motor vehicle as
well as one year and a thousand
dollar fine for stalking (first offense).
His trial is tentatively scheduled for November 30.
For those who feel they are
being stalked, the Clemson University police department's emergency
phone number is 656-2222.
For those interested in or requiring the university escort service, please call 656-2259 anytime
day or night.
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Homecoming act/V/tes planned

Celebration is
Clemson's 36th
byJeffSheggrud
staff writer
This year's Tigerama will conclude with Clemson's "biggest fireworks show ever," according to Publicity Chairman Mary Courtney Powers.
Before the fireworks, Clemson
fans will start the 36th annual homecoming weekend with a pep rally, a
skit competition, the Dixie Sky Divers
and the crowning of Miss Homecoming.
Tigerama will begin at 7p.m. tonight in Death Valley with the pep.
rally. Clemson's cheerleaders, Rally
Cats and Tiger Band will be there to
start the festivities.
Radio personalities, Bill Love and
Howard Hudson of WMYI in Greenville will emcee the evening.
At 7:30 p.m. the skit competition
will begin. Kappa Sigma and Sigma
Nu fraternities, Kappa Kappa Gamma
and Alpha Delta Pi sororities, the
Presbyterian Student Association and
the Honors College will be perform-

ing skits based on the theme, "Tiger
TV Classics."
The competition will be judged
with the winning organization receiving $500, second place $475,
third place $350 and fourth place
$150.
The crowning of Miss Homecoming 1992 and the fireworks will
follow the skit competition, with a
crowd of 30,000 expected to attend
the event.
Tickets cost $ 2 and can be bought
in advance or at the gate, with
proceeds going to the proposed Student Center, the South Carolina Botanical Garden and a scholarship.
Ticket outlets include Harcombe
and Schilleter dining halls, the Student Development Office in
Holtzendorff Hall, the Student Affairs Office in Sikes Hall, the Alumni
Center or the Clemson House.
Tickets will be available off campus at Knickerbocker's, Lynch's Drug
Store, the Ramada Inn and Holiday
Inn.

• See the story about the
Homecoming pageant on
page 3A.

TIME-OUT
• Turn to the REM review
on page I IB.

• The Tiger takes a look at'
Under Siege on page IIB.

SPORTS
• The Tigers pulld off the
greatest comeback in
school history at UVA!!! See
pagelB.
• See page 8B for "The
Legend," Frank Howard.
CAMPUS BULLETIN
begins on page 12A.
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Library begins Luis- TV series to feature
Doris help desk
son as
by Jason Baker
computer manger
Are the days of charity, of volunteering, of giving service for nothing in return gone forever? Not
according to many of the Cooper
Library employees.
Beginning last week on October
5, the library began the LUIS/
DORIS Help Desk. But the unique
feature of this help desk is that it is
totally run on a volunteer basis.
Present library workers have volunteered their time to give a few
hours out of their work schedule
each week to help to maintain the
desk.
According to Teri Alexander, the
Circulation Services Manager for
the library, "Without the volunteers, the new help desk would not
be possible." This generosity is very
important right now because of
budget cut-backs that could possibly prevent the help desk from
being possible.
According to Alexander, the goal
of the new desk is to "move questions about LUIS and DORIS away
from the circulation and reference
desks where they can slow down
services and put them in a central
location where students can be
helped quickly and easily."
The desk is located on the fourth
floor of the library in the center of
the lobby and will be open until the
start of exams this semester and
will be reopened next semester.
The hours of operation are from
10a.m. to5pm. and7a.m. to9pm.

on Monday through Thursday, from
10a.m. to 2p.m. on Friday, and
lp.m. to 5p.m. and 7-9pm. on
Sunday.
The help desk is on a trial basis
right now. Student surveys will be
conducted throughout this semester and next semester to see if the
desk is being helpful and if student's
needs are being met. If opinions
are positive, then the help desk
will possibly be made permanent.
At present Alexander states that
she "feels like the desk is a need, a
student need, and we [the library]
have to meet it."
Although library employees
only took about six weeks to organize and to plan the program, each
volunteer is equipped with four
hours of training on LUIS and
DORIS in order to solve any problem that might arise for students
with either system. So far,
Alexander says interest in the new
help desk has been quite high

from news services
Clemson's space research will
be featured in a documentary series to be broadcast nationally this
month and next on public television.
Clemson astrophysicist Donald
Clayton will appear throughout the
third of the six-part series "Space
Age," produced by the Emmy Awardwinning WQED-TV in Pittsburgh;
NHK/Japan, a national non-profit
network there; and the National
Academy of Sciences.
The series is scheduled to run at
8 p.m. on Mondays starting Oct. 19
on South Carolina ETV.
Part three, in which Clayton
and others explore "The Unexpected Universe," is scheduled for
Nov. 2. In many other states, the
series will run a week earlier, beginning Oct. 12. (Dates sometimes
vary, so check local listings.)
Clayton, a co-investigator on

NASA's Compton Gamma Ray Observatory, is seeking clues to the beginnings of matter.
The spacecraft is orbiting the
earth to examine gamma rays, a
form of electromagnetic radiation
that comes from long-ago explosions of stars.
"The elements, including those
in our own bodies, were born in the
explosions of stars," Clayton says.
"We are all bits of Stardust. 11
Gamma rays are a type of light
but are invisible to the naked eye.
They carry chemical imprints of their
past and the history of the universe.
Unlike visible light, gamma rays
from space cannot pierce the earth's
atmosphere, so they must be studied in space with sophisticated instruments such as those on the observatory.
Clayton's part in the television
series has to do with Supernova
1987A, a star that collapsed in a
massive explosion 160,000 years

ago. Light from the explosion
reached the earth in 1987. The
Compton Observatory, though not
launched until 1991, is still detecting gamma rays from the supernova.
The gamma rays indicate that
earlier theories about the origin of
elements, advanced by Clayton and
others, are true.
Light elements are born in exploding stars, and those light elements are fused into heavy elements as the universe ages, Clayton
says.
Clayton, who theorized that
gamma rays could help confirm
these theories, was one of the early
proponents of a gamma ray observatory.
WQED-TV also has produced
the Emmy Award-winning "Planet
Earth" series, "National Geographic
Specials" and the "Infinite Voyage"
science specials.

Senate may restrict campus groups
by Tyrone Walker
editorial editor
Student Senate passed three bills
Monday that, if signed by student
body president Jason Elliott, will
place more stringent guidelines on
organizations recognized by Student
Government.
the first bill would require orga-

nizations to assume a non-funded
status for one academic year before
becoming eligible for Student Government funds.
Currently, the student handbook
requires organizations to remain
non-funded for one academic semester.
The second bill would require
recognized organizations to have at
least one fund-raiser per semester

instead of the current two per year.
The third bill would require organizations, to retain university recognition, to update their student
organization report forms annually.
The three bills, which would
modify the student handbook, are
an effort to monitor more closely
the activities of student organizations.
The senate also passed two reso-

lutions. The first recommends the
university create a map that would
indicate all handicap accessible areas and parking.
The second recommends that a
environmental planning committee
be created to serve as an advisory
and planning committee.
The committee would be composed of students, faculty, and administration.

be finished
next summer
By Sean Cook
Staff Writer
Progress is being made on the Robert
Howell Brooks Center for the Performing
Arts, according to Project Manager George
Conover.
The current completion date is in late
summer of 1993, according to Conover. The
original projections had called for completion
this December, but problems with the weather
and the soil quality at the site caused delays.
The soil was not compactable in some areas of
the site and had to be replaced.
According to Conover, setbacks on the
project have been minor, and have only
amounted to an addition of $70,000 to the
original cost projections. This additional
amount covered the cost of expanding the fire
sprinkler system to better fit state fire codes,
removal of the low-quality soil and soil replacement.
The Brooks Center is located adjacent to
the Strom Thurmond Institute, and will bring
together all of the performing groups at Clemson under one roof. It will be used by the
bands, the chorus, the chamber singers and
the Clemson Players. Classes in music, drama
and dance will be taught at the center as well,
giving many other students the opportunity to
use the new facility.
Highlights of the 94,000 square foot facility will include a performance hall, an experimental theater, a dance studio, a choral recital
hall, an ensemble practice room, and the new
bandroom. It will also house practice rooms,
a music education classroom, a design studio,
and offices for Performing Arts faculty.
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The performance hall will seat 1000 and
will feature balcony and handicapped seating,
and an orchestra pit. Four catwalks hang from
the ceiling, approximately seventy feet above
the seating, according to Conover. These will
- be used for lighting equipment during performances.
A large lobby with patterned tile flooring
and large windows will be the shared entryway
for both the performance hall and the experimental theater, which will seat approximately
120, according to Conover. The experimental
theater will feature a wraparound catwalk,
wooden flooring and a special wire grid for
lighting.
The choral recital hall will also seat 120,
and will share recording facilities with the
adjacent ensemble practice room.
The outside brick work has a diamond
pattern to enhance appearance, and will be
copper plated around the top. A lanscaped
courtyard and large greenspace will be main
features outside the facility.
Conover calls the building a "first class
facility," because it features many technical
triumphs, especially in soundproofing technology and acoustical treatments. The floors
are isolated, the walls have special acoustical
panels, and the ceilings and roofs have additional insulation, in order to increase soundproofing. The pipes in the building are also
fitted with vibration isolators, so they won't
rattle, Conover said.
The Brooks Center was designed by Massachusetts architects Sert, Jackson and Associates, who were selected from among ten
finalists in a nationwide competition. Over a
hundred firms vied for the right to design the

Chip East/head photographer

Workers thread a pipe as part of the on-going construction of the Brooks
Performing Arts Center.
The center will be used to enhance the
Center. Local affiliates Neil, Prince and Partners of Greenville also help administer the cultural and educational opportunities of Clemson students, according to Dr. Bruce Cook,
project.
y
A large portion of funding for the $11.8 executive director of the Brooks Center.
A degree program in the Arts may be
million complex came- from the Friends of the
Brooks Center, a group of donors who, in offered in the future, under the College of
return, will be entitled to advance notice of Liberal Arts. "It is our dream to have a
events, advance tickets, season-opening events, Performing Arts degree," says Cook.
The degree would be called a B.A. in
post performance receptions at some events
Performing Arts, according to Cook, and not
and other privileges.
The Center is named for Clemson alumnus separated into separate degrees programs in
Robert Howell Brooks, who came to Clemson music, drama, or dance, but an interdiscipliwith no money, but was able to get a loan nary degree with those areas of emphasis.
Cook says he is very enthusiastic about the
scholarship. He graduated with a B.S. in
agriculture, and now heads his own $50 possibilities the Brooks Center will offer.
In a draft of a working mission statement
million company, Eastern Foods, Inc., which
manufactures Naturally Fresh dressings and for the Center, the purpose of the facility is
sauces, and owns the Hooters restaurant chain. clear. The Brooks Center will "...enhance the
Brooks gave $2.5 million for the center, which cultural and educational opportunities availwill also house rooms named for his wife, able from performing arts activities to stuYvonne, and his two sons, Clemson students dents as well as the Clemson community,"Cook
said.
Mark and Coby.
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Donations would make up for cuts

Professor proposes budget solution
by Elizabeth J. Geary
staff writer
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The solution: synergy.
The problem: Clemson's budget
crisis.
John Bednar, associate professor
in the language department, has
come up with a proposal that will
"save the year for everybody."
If Bednar's proposal were put
into action there would be no problem involving cuts this school year.
The administration would not have

to make decisions on cuts involving
jobs, furloughs and a possible tuition increase.
Sounds perfect? Too good to be
true?
There is a catch: everybody at
Clemson University would have to
agree to participate in the proposed
solution. And it involves sacrifice.
Here is where the synergy, a
group of people acting together to
serve a problem instead of individually, comes in.
Bednar calculated the number of

Finalists chosen at
Homecoming pageant
by Michelle Sims
staff writer

c;i

students, approximately 17, 400,
and the number of employees, approximately 4,600, and totaled them
at 22,000.
He then divided the original budget cut by the state legislature of
$3.3 million by 22,000 and found
that to solve the crisis it would cost
each student and employee $150
for the school year, or $ 15 a month
for 10 months, tax deductible.
"It would be a wonderful example of Clemson, in mass, doing
something for the betterment of the

The event was opened by a welcome by Student Government Athletics Director, Kate Evans and proceeded with the final walk of 1991
The annual Clemson Homecom- winner, Mechel Delaine Busby, with
ing pageant sponsored by the Stu- Jody and Jenni Bryson serving as the
dent Government, was Monday night Master and Mistress of Ceremonies.
in Tillman Auditorium.
Usually, there are ten finalists
The event attracted approxi- chosen for the pageant, but this year
mately 300 spectators, who watched there was a tie for tenth place.
the 27 contestants who vied for the
Alpha Chi Omega's Leslie Ann
crown.
Correll who was inadvertently omitAlthough the pageant was Mon- ted from the list of finalists on
day, the contest actually began with Monday night, but was notified later
an interview session Sunday. Ac- of the error.
cording to the contestants, these
"I was ecstatic because this was
interviews were very formal and something that I've wanted to do
intense, and it was the most difficult since I came to Clemson. I waited
part of the contest.
until I was a senior so I'd have a
Questions ranged from their chance to become acquainted with a
views on the upcoming Presidential lot of people. This is a dream come
election to their ideas on campus true for me."
concerns. The four judges judges
Other finalists included Laurie
who conducted the interviews were Elizabeth Neal from Zeta Tau Alpha,
Martha Dalton-Special Events, Clem- Tiger Band's Gina Lynn Brown,
son Alumni Center, Cynthia Pamela L. Busbee sponsored by
Robinson, a former university em- Barnett/Smith RHC, Oriet Elizabeth
ployee, Don Quattlebaum, owner of Smith of Delta Delta Delta. Kappa
Just Barbecue and Perry Tuttle, mem- Alpha Psi sponsored Karen Prioleau,
ber of the 1981 Clemson football Patricia Ory sponsored by Alpha
team which won the National Cham- Delta Pi, Randa Milliken representpionship.
ing Pi Kappa Alpha. Other finalists

CORNER
SPIRITSOver
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were Angela Denise Dawkins of
Kappa Alpha Theta, Jacqualyne Ross
Thompson of the Rally Cats, and
current Miss South Carolina-USA,
Audra Wallace of the Pro-Choice
Action League.
"I was nervous, but I felt better as
the night progressed," Milliken said
after the competition.
Wallace said, "I am thrilled and
honored."
"I'm excited and surprised because I as a sophomore, I never
thought I would make the finals,"
said Neal.
Students voted on the finalists
Thursday, and the winner will be
announced tonight at Tigerama.

community. It would show leadership locally and on the state level,"
said Bednar.
The proposal is one of 100 that
the provost has received for review.
"The ideas range from fire the
provost to have a fund raiser," said
Provost J. Charles Jennett.

"If students go to one
less movie per month
or refunnel money,
they could handle (a
$15 per month donation)."
John Bednar
languages professor
He likes Bednar's concept of
volunteerism, but synergy raises
questions as to the feasibility of the
plan.
"It is a tax on students and it is

difficult to know how students would
react It is a question of would people
do it," said Jennett.
Bednar acknowledges the sacrifice but he sees two ways to deal
with a budget cut: increasing revenues or decreasing spending.
Under Bednar's proposal, decreasing spending would not be necessary.
"It is a pretty cheap insurance
policy for keeping a job," said Bednar.
Students may already be seeing
cuts put into action: professors not
having photocopying privileges.
"It (the budget cut) will affect
students and employees in one way
or another," said Bednar.
Bednar considers his proposal a
cheap insurance policy for keeping
tuition down and he thinks that
should please students.
What may not please students, as
Jennett said, is that it is a tax on
them.
"If students go to one less movie
per month or refunnel money, they
could handle it," said Bednar.

DANCE FOR SIGHT
A Lions Club Benefit Featuring
THE ORANGE JAM BAND
Fri., Oct. 30, 8PM
Ramada Inn
Clemson

Reservations:
Dale Linvill
654-6378

A college degree may
not be enough!!
It may not be enough for today's job market,
or enough to earn the money you would like,
or simply enough for you to feel you have
achieved you personal academic goals.
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Graduate & Professional
Schools Day
Thursday, October 22
10:00 am - 2:30 pm
Palmetto Ballroom
Sponsored by the Graduate Student Association
and The Graduate School
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You are cordially invited to find out about
some of the options you have after you graduate.
Representatives from over 50 programs across the
country will be available to talk to you about
your plans for the future.
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Opinion
Editorial
You've come a long
way, baby - and still
have a way to go
One year after the nationally-televised Un ited States
Senate hearings of Anita Hill's allegations against Supreme
Court Justice nominee Clarence Thomas, the nation's
awareness of sexual harassment has been heightened and
sexual harassment remains a
national issue.
OUR POSITION
Before the Hill incident,
The University needs to
sexual harassment was rarely
address student-tomentioned and more rarely
student sexual
reported. The publicity
gernerated by this case has
harrassment in its
made the nation as a whole
policies.
review and implement sexual
harassment policies in an effort eliminate sexual harassment.
The passage into law of the Civil Rights Act of 1991
offerred sexual harassment victims greater protection and
better legal options; this encourages employers to establish
more detailed sexual harassment policies.
Also in the aftermath of the Hill-Thomas hearing, the
number of sexual harassment complaints has increased and
certain cases have been very high-profile. We have witnessed the Navy Tailhook scandal, in which seventy Naval
officers stand accused of sexually molesting 26 female
officers at the 1991 Tailhook Association Convention.
These accusations have already led to the resignation of
the Secretary of the Navy.
Last year, when a University student accused a graduate
instructor of rape the Clemson University found it was not
immune either.
While we praise Clemson University's sexual harassment
policy, which prohibits supervisors harassing employees,
and faculty members harassing students, we strongly
believe the University lacks of a clearly-defined policy for
prohibiting peer harassment, a much more prominent
aspect of sexual harassment that students experience every
day.
A study conducted at the University of Massachusetts
showed that while the sexual harassment of female students by facuty and staff had decreased, peer harassment
had increased.
Campus life is almost overrun with remarks and jokes
about clothing, body, and sexual activities that denigrate
women (and men) that are being spoken by students
toward each other.
As with their racial harassment policy, the University
should define peer harassment as any behavior that of an
intimidating, hostile or offensive nature directed from one
student to another and include a provision in the present
sexual harassment policy for this type of ocurrence.
We believe that students, both male and female, should
be made aware and held accountable for any verbal,
physical and written sexual remarks deemed offensive to a
"reasonable student."
Discouraging peer sexual harassment on university and
college campuses could, in the long term, decrease sexual
harassment in the workplace.
The lead editorial is written by the editorial editor. The
opinions expressed in Tiger editorials represent the
majority view based upon weekly meetings of the Tiger
editorial board. In representing the majority view, the
editorial may not represent the individual view of any
particular member of the editorial board.
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The most powerful organization?
Someone made the comment the
other week that it must be nice to be
the guy in charge of "the most powerful organization on campus."
I looked at him, determined that
he was indeed not drunk, and asked
him why he thought The Tiger was
"the most powerful group on campus."
"Well, you guys get to rag on
If this is true, then maybe some
anybody and everybody you want
to and nobody can say anything of the other grioups on campus
back to you. You can talk junk about aren't living up to their full potenMax (Lennon, I suppose), student tial. All of the following groups could
government, whoever. You guys can be real contenders for the title of
"The Most Powerful Group on Camdo whatever you want."
pus."
Oh boy.
• Student Government. It's
I thought back to the week afer 1
against
my general liberal/libertarwas elected editor-in-chief for the
first time last year. A guy came up to ian leanings to want stronger govme and asked, "Well, how does it ernment of any kind, but maybe the
only group that consistently takes
feel to have real power?"
"Power?" I replied. "Hell, as far as up for students should be more
I know, all I get as the editor-in-chief powerful. 1 think Tyrone was right
last week, though.
is an extra coupla keys."
No one is going to take student
"Naw, man. You got real power.
government and Student Senate seYou the Man."
riously until they take themselves
Ooooh boy.
I asked a couple of the people on seriously. Maybe...
• The Fighting Tiger Football
staff and they all seemed to share
my opinion of this "perceived" power Team. When African-American stu- we don't really see ourselves as dents at the University of North
"powerful," and we are not really Carolina at Chapel Hill wanted to
sure that we are comfortable with get a free-standing building dedicated to African-American studies,
anyone taking us that seriously.
I mean, sure, we work pretty they were investing a lot of effort
hard on this paper, and we do want and getting a little bit of return.
to present a piece of work that at Until the football team stepped in.
When a few, key, African-Amerileast can pretend it is affiliated with
serious journalism, but gee whiz, can athletes decided to adopt the
"the most powerful organization on cause and threaten to boycott until
the voices of the movement were
campus"?

heard, the administration decided
to grant their request.
The last time I remember the
football team trying to protest anything was when Danny Ford left
Clemson.
How's it hangin', Coach Hatfield?
Hmm, maybe,...
• The Tiger staff. Hey, we are in
control of one of Clemson's largest
media. We do print almost 13,000 of
these each week.
We are read by the P resident and
all the Vice-Presidents (the last time
I spoke with some ot them, I was
amazed when they asked if students
really wrote the personals in "Campus Bulletin." I assured him that you
guys do).
And we do have a mailing list
that includes members of Clemson's
Board of Trustees, the South Carolina state legislature, and Clemson
alumni worldwide.
But, like I said, we are not really
that comfortable with that "power."
Maybe...
• Well, any group, really. The
IFC. The Pan-Greeks. The
Panhellenics. RHA. The Lambda Society. Anybody. Even the Gospel
Choir (nothng more powerful than
people who believe!)
The letter writer known as Captain Clemson has the right idea; he
is just one man, but he is determined
to take back Clemson for the students. If one man can make it his
goal to do that, imagine if everyone
would decide to help.
The most powerful organization?
All of us.
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Speaking Out
Question
What did you think about
the presidential debates?

Allissa Salvage/staff photographer

As for as Bush, it's time
for a change. Clinton is
the best chioce.
Margot Shaw
Senior

I think they need to start
anwsering the questions
directly.
Michael Desrochers
Junior

Bush is jerk and none of
them are any good
except Perot.
Karen Fitzkee
Junior

President Lennon, students are not plain lazy bums
How long is it going to take you
to graduate?
If you're not getting out of here
within four years, Max Lennon says
it's probably because you're just
plain lazy and want to party too
much.
At least that's what he told your
parents a couple of weeks ago.
One of the 150 or so moms and
dads who heard Lennon give his
State of the University address during Parents' Weekend asked if Clemson was moving toward a five year
undergraduate program.
This dad was probably a bit miffed
that he had to shuck out and few
extra thousand dollars for Junior's
unexpected extra semesters.
What words of comfort did Max
Lennon have for this frustrated father?
Did he say that lots of students
get shut out of essential classes that
are rarely offered? Did he say that
many divide time between work

and classes just to make ends meet?
Did he say that changing a majors
any time after freshman year can
easily set a student back a semester
or two? Did he say that some majors
require more credit hours than others?
Of course not. He said, in most
cases, extra semesters were nobody's
fault but the students'.
As I listened to him tell about the
good old days when real students
took 18 hours every semester, went
to classes until late in the afternoon,
had classes on Saturdays and didn't
begin their weekends on Thursday
nights, 1 was reminded of Grumpy
Old Man off Saturday Night Live.
(You know, the crotchety old guy
who tells his grand kids that, when
he was a kid, all there was to eat was
dirt, "AND WE LIKED IT!!!").
Luckily, one of the few students
attending called him on this. I say
"luckily" because I was biting a hole
in my lip to keep from hurling my

reporter's notebook toward the podium.
The irate student pointed out
indignantly that many students work
during the afternoons. This place
ain't cheap, ya know?
Lennon's reply?
A feeble,"I stand corrected." But
he still stood by his students-arebums-and-that's-why-they-don'tgraduate-on-time theory.
I could write page after page
disproving Lennon's theory, but if
you are a student, you know perfectly well what I mean.

Putting all the flaws with his
argument aside, I think this whole
incident speaks, no screams, of how
out-of-touch Max Lennon and many
administrators are with the student
body.
"But what about Switch Day?"
you ask. "And those pictures we see
of him eating in Harcombe with
students?
Didn't he say just last week, "As
1 walk around campus and speak
with people about how the [budget
cuts] are affecting {blah, blah, blah,
blah .-INSERT PUBLIC RELATIONS
B.S. HERE)...'"
He's getting input, right?
Well...I don't know about any of
you, but I have spent 99-9 percent of
my time zigzagging across this campus for the last three years and have
never just bumped into Max Lennon.
If Lennon wants to get in touch
with the what concerns the students, he should forget the commit-

tees, the forums, the open-panel
discussions and the staged photo
ops. Stop being a P.R. machine, Lennon, and become^artof the university community, not just its figurehead.
We are not customers, as Lennon
has claimed lately, to be given the
sales pitch by some silver-tongued
spin doctor. We are disgruntled
members of an educational village
whose king hides behind the locked
doors of his public relations castle.
We live here, we know what goes
on here, and we can tell when someone else doesn't.
Maybe it is impossible for a university president to truly know what
it is like to be a student. If this is the
case, then I have just one favor to
ask. We as students don't claim to
know what it is like to court big
research dollars and public favor, so
please, Dr. Lennon, don't insult us
by pretending that you know what it
is like to be a student.

Senator claims Tiger anti-Student Government
To the Editor:
The article printed in the
October 9, 1992 issue of The Tiger
by Tyrone Walker shows just
exactly how out of line the paper
is. Walker's thoughts (they
certainly cannot be called facts)
show how angry and anti-Student
Government the entire staff must
be to allow such a farce to be
printed.
First of all, it was nice to see a
member of our media organization at a meeting of Senate. This
certainly has been a rarity this
year. Obviously the staff of The
Tiger does not place much
emphasis on the issues brought up
in Senate because even when they
do happen to show up, rarely
does an article appear in the
weekly issue.
Walker says that Senators were
confused about parliamentary
procedure. Yes, for a minute there
was some confusion about an
obscure motion. I would, however,
tell anyone that our leaders in
Senate know correct procedure
better than 99% of the student
body and far better than anyone
at The Tiger. We are human and
sometimes become confused,
much like Walker is in his
journalism.
Continuing through the
Editorial Editor's misguided
thoughts, we find that Senate has
steered off track or needs a new
direction. It seems to me the same
could be said for our school
paper. Should this be a place
where people unrelentlessly
criticize anything and everything
the administration, faculty, staff,
athletic department, or students
try to do? Maybe, just maybe, the
organization that needs a new

direction, who should reevaluate
their priorities is in fact The Tiger.
Look at the issue Walker's
thoughts appear in. You will find
almost every article is slanted and
negative. The newspaper has
regressed continually over the
past few years from ethical,
positive journalism at the hands
of anti-establishment leaders. The
misinformed author, however,
does have a few things correct.
Student senators are the
representatives of the student
body on many University commit-

lack of class. I'm sorry Walker
can't say anything nice about
anyone or anything, but we in
Senate can.
You'll be able to do this when
you grow up Walker. This
resolution was pure and simply a
thank you note. Even if what Mr.
Hall did was his job, is it wrong to
pat him on the back and say job
well done? Perhaps Walker, when
he grows up, will learn the
meaning of common courtesy.
Perhaps the entire staff of The
Tiger could learn to report when

"The newspaper has regressed continually over
the past few years from ethical, positive
journalism at the hands of anti-establishment
leaders."
tees, and our credibility is
important to our effectiveness.
Walker is quite correct because
last year I participated on eleven
university committees and
subcommittees. Yet, I dare say in
each of these I was treated with
respect and confidence in my
ability to creatively contribute on
these committees. You are wrong
in your opinion that administration and faculty do not respect
students' input in committees.
Dead wrong. Senators' effectiveness on these committees has
contributed to keeping parking
meters off campus, to keeping the
number of tickets one may amass
before your car is towed at five,
and to getting reading and dead
days. I believe it is Walker's
credibility and effectiveness as a
journalist that is in question.
As for the condemnation of our
resolution to thank Jeff Hall, this
shows the author's ignorance and

people do a good job as well as
bad.
Finally, yes, your slanted
thoughts on Senate activities is
upsetting to me. We in the Senate
work hard for little to no compensation, and we do it for the sole
purpose of making Clemson a
better university. What is upsetting is not that you show the
public your ignorant and abusive
journalism, but that you don't
hesitate to report any negative
situation and leave out the many
good things Student Government
does each week. We passed a
resolution to create an exchange
policy and one to study a forgiveness plan, but it took two and
three weeks for two lines to be
printed on these. Student government repeatedly tries to create ties
and open communications to the
students, and The Tiger, especially
with misleading articles like the
one mentioned, continually tries

to undermine our efforts.
Instead of degrading and
defacing our student leaders, how
about helping them to create a
better university?

happened to be a very educational
and informative session that
several high ranking staff members attended, and it also brought
forth several major issues that are
presently being tackled by Student
Jim Burns Senate.
Student Senate
The charge that you made of
Student Senate having "steered off
track" and "desperately needing
To the editor:
new direction" and that we need
to "wake up, and grow up" and
Mr. Walker, I am writing to
"reevaluate priorities" along with
congratulate you on a fine job of
your comments on understanding
printing another sensationalist
the responsibilities of being a
column that lacks true substance
senator, obviously show your
and misled everyone on campus
ignorance of the great strides
from seeing the facts. Your
Student Senate has made.
narrow-minded editoral (which
The responsibility of being a
happens to be a vendetta against
senator entails being a voice for
Student Senate) was an indication
the students, mainly a senator's
of who really acts as though they
constituency. This has been a
are in kindergarten.
major priority of Student Senate
Your remark on there being
and that is the driving force
more giggles and laughter than
behind the new program of
good arguments is dead wrong.
"Reaching Out Constituency
Just because one or two humorous Reports." This is an excellent tool
remarks were made does not
that Senators use to inform,
warrant you to discount the
receive criticism, and hear ideas
credibility of the debate. The
from the students. By the end of
statement on the confusion about
the year Student Senate will have
parlimentary rules and procedure
reached over 8,000 Clemson
is very misleading because that
students.
was the first and only procedural
I also question your remark
mistake made this year (an
that Senators believe that Student
insignificant mistake at that). The
Senate is just for fun. I think that
fact that you called these happenyou would be hard pressed to find
ings "mass confusion" makes me
a senator who is in Student Senate
wonder what meeting you
because it is such a good time.
attended.
You will find, however, people
One of the only reasons why
who care about this school and
the students "have such a negative are fighting to make a change, and
image" of Student Senate and why who also volunteer a great deal of
there is a "lack of respect" from
time and effort to realize the goals
the administration is you and your of Student Senate and the student
newspaper with its McCarthy-like
body.
journalistic sensationalism.
The resolutions that you
The "party" that Student Senate described as reflecting poor taste
allegedly turned the retreat into
continue on next page
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LETTERS, from page 5A
and irresponsible judgement hold
no great "magnitude" and were
completely blown out of proportion The resolution involving Jeff
Hall is merely one that recognizes
the continuous improvements that
he has made and his extra effort
to listen to the students and
constantly change and improve
the dining services. It is not saying
that he or ARA dining services are
perfect, because they are not, but
his extra effort is evident and a
minor resolution recognizing this
has no great "magnitude."
The resolution involving the
National Drinking Reform
Campaign was also wrongly
criticized. First of all, it was only
considered. This letter from Duke
University is a valid argument that
needed to be discussed. The fact
that it was tabled was never
mentioned in your'column. I guess
it is not important that since it has
been tabled, more research has
been conducted on the issue, and
the senators have made an extra
effort to hear from the students
on the issue so that Student
Senate does not make a hasty
decision that is not in the best
interest of Clemson University.
I appreciate the fact that it is
your right as a journalist to
exercise the freedom of speech
and press and print what you feel
is right, but Mr. Walker you too
have responsibility to the students, faculty, and staff not to
mislead them from the facts. Your
personal interests and ignorance
of the issues and pertinent facts

ggssnii

has resulted in a column that
misinforms people and helps to
spread doubt about the intentions
and acts of Student Senate.
You can sit back and laugh at
all of your "witty" one liners and
think you have written a really
terrific column, but I think you
need to reevaluate your responsibility as a journalist and stop your
National Enguirer-like journalistic
trash that reflects, to quote your
column, "poor taste and irresponsible judgement."
G. Curtis Brison
Senator-Sophomore Class

Life offers
more than
engineering
To Editorial Editor:
Congratulations on a wellwritten and timely editorial
regarding liberal arts degrees at
Clemson. I know how important
engineering and textile courses
and degrees are to Clemson, but
there is life at Clemson aside from
those two major areas.

If people cannot read and write
effectively, they can never present
any idea to the public nor do
successful research. Liberal Arts
are important. Clemson has come
a long way in establishing a fine
program for students who do not
want engineering majors.
For those people who say
liberal arts are not as difficult or
as technical as as a science-related
field, I would beg to differ! Try
taking some of the math courses
and research assignments required
by the liberal arts majors. I am
sure there are technically-oriented
students who feel uncomfortable
writing English papers, but they
still need to know how in order to
communicate ideas.
Mr. Walker has expressed the
opinions of many liberal arts
students in his excellent editorial
of October 9. Funds must be cut
from every area of Clemson life
these days, but let's not make
liberal arts have more than their
fair share of those cuts. Clemson
is known for its sports activities,
but also for its extremely high
academic program. Let's keep
sports, budget cuts, and the liberal
arts field all in perspective.
A well-rounded student is
essential to a strong academic
program. As Clemson expands
with buildings and research, let's
note that the College of Liberal

Arts awarded over 60 percent
more undergraduate degrees than
the College of Sciences. Higher
degrees for both nursing and
liberal arts degrees should be

offered. There is a place for all
academics at Clemson-let's be
sure one field doesn't get all the
attention.

Pi

Mary Weeks

NOTICE
THE FOLLOWING PARKING CHANGES NEED TO BE
NOTED FOR TIGERAMA
TODAY:
RESERVED
• Cherry Road and South Palmetto Blvd to East Library
Lot for Employees and students only;
• Williamson Rd. Closed to entrance of Lot C-4 off
Cherry Rd.
RESTRICTED
• All Day - C-8 lot
• After 4 p.m., Calhoun St. around to Fernow St.
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RENOVATION TIME!
The University Laundry (Dillard Building) will undergo a
face-lift beginning October 19. We'll still be open for
business so come by and see the transformation first hand.
We apologize for any inconvenience.
Thank you for your patience!

Laundry

EDUCATION
FOR THE
REAL WORLD
Graduate degree programs
(MA; Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-relevant
issues.
Area and Functional Fields:
□ Interamerican Studies
(U.S.-Latin American
Relations)
□ European Studies
□ Middle East Studies
Q International Relations
□ International Business
Management
D International Security
and Conflict
□ Comparative Development
□ International Economics
Apply by February 1
for assistantships
and other financial aid.

iftNortbSouth
Center
|,y» Nimmr o
mini
F

Students who are interested in
Interamerican issues are particularly
encouraged to apply for North-South
Center Graduate Assistantships.

GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONAL STUDIES
Admissions, Room # 47
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 2844173
UNIVERSITY OF
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Staff Writer
Last Sunday's presidential debate
gave the TV audience a good look at the
candidates and some insight into the
election issues, but it seemed more like
recess at my elementary school playground than a discussion of political
philosophy and issues.
Ross Perot was folksy, with his
Texas twang and down home "let's get
it on" message, but he reminded me of
the class clown. He didn't say much, but
he got a few laughs.
George Bush reminded me of the
playground bullies of my childhood. I
remembered one in particular. His name
was Billy, and he would constantly pick
on me on the school bus. His favorite
thing to poke fun at was the way I
dressed. I was wearing Tuffskins much
longer than my classmates, who had

OPINION/ Page 7A

remind writer of childhood trauma

Droeresseriintnlpvi'.isnHmnr,,™,,,,!.,..
progressed
into Levi's and more popular
brands. I was sensitive about the whole
issue, and Billy was quick to go for this
weak spot; it got him a lot of attention.
Bush and the Republicans have done
this for a long time.
To me, what I wore as a child didn't
matter-I was a good kid, even if my
mommy did dress me funny. But elementary school kids can't understand
the meaningful aspects of personality,
such as thoughtfulness, sensitivity, and
compassion. My mother explained to me
that bullies like Billy feel bad about
themselves and hurt others to gain a
feeling of power.
I can remember Billy's facial expressions and mannerisms. He never looked
anyone in the eye. He would fidget and
mumble if anyone tried to call him on
something when he was wrong. And he
would only honor criticisms with cheap
shots.
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George Bush
looked a lot like Billy
Sunday night. He looked fidgety from
the start, and didn't manage to look into
the camera much. He was looking at his
podium most of the time, as if his head
was bowed in shame for his lack of
accomplishment. He played with his
pen, drank water, and gestured nervously with his hands. He talked in
vague terms about his "Agenda for American Renewal," the "misery index," and
"experience." He even promised the
people an entirely new Congress for the
next term. This is like Butch, the bully
from the Little Rascals, promising that
everything will be okay when the Gas
House Gang is in charge.
Bush wins the award for cheapest
shot of the debate, when he again brought
up Clinton's activities during the Vietnam war, saying "It's not a question of
patriotism. It's an issue of character and
judgment."
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This reminded me of my Tuffskins,
and the last time Billy picked on me. I
finally got sick of being taunted and
ridiculed for something that didn't really matter, so. I did something about it.
I got up when the bus stopped, and
made sure Billy was right behind me in
line. He pushed and poked me while the
other kids laughed. And, when I stepped
off the bus, I whirled around, looked
him straight in the eye, and socked him
in the mouth, knocking him to the
ground. I was taken to the office, but it
was worth the trouble, just to see Billy
finally get what was coming to him.
Clinton gave Bush a "Billy-punch" on
the character issue with an effective
comeback. He looked straight at Bush,
who was busy studying his podium again,
and said, "You have questioned my
patriotism. You even brought some rightwing congressmen into the White House
to plot how to attack me for going to

»-■. w» w» ■ ■ ■ m^.

Russia in 1969,1970, when over 50,000
other Americans did. I honor your
service in World War Two. I honor Mr.
Perot for his service in uniform, and
the service of every man and woman
who ever served,...But, when Joe
McCarthy went around this country
attacking people's patriotism, he was
wrong. He was wrong. And a senator
from Connecticut stood up to him,
named Prescott Bush. Your father was
right to stand up to Joe McCarthy, you
were wrong to attack my patriotism. I
was opposed to the war, but I love my
country, and we need a President who
will bring this country together, not
divide it."
And George Bush looked dazed and
confused, kind of like Billy in the
parking lot that day, when he realized
that I was going to stand up for myself,
because I was right, he was wrong.
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GRANT,
from page one
"Clemson University places a very
heavy emphasis on technology, especially in new technology," said
Lennon. "As a land grant university,
we are charged to make sure we
address the problems confronting
the businesses in our state."
"Technology lies at the heart of
our institution," Garrison said. "It is
the heart of the tech system and the
16 tech schools in the state. To be
working with the quality of institution that Clemson is as a land grant
school makes a big difference."
Derrick stated the announcement
proved that the two institutions are
leaders in technological advances.
"Clemson and Tri-County are
ahead of the curve in technology in
South Carolina and probably the
nation," said Derrick.
The teleconferencing center will
also add support efforts by the two
institutions in international continuing education programs. Plans are
now underway to establish telecommunications links with Moscow and
the Technical University of Budapest,
and the availability of teleconferencing equipment will help faculty
members working on those projects
obtain external funding.
"It gives us the opportunity to be
in touch with the world," Lennon
said. "We will be able to send and
receive from anywhere. It is a bold
step forward and to invest in the
future."
Funding for the center was part
of a proposal by Enterprise Development Inc., a not-for-profit, Columbia
based firm that identifies and develops resources for economic growth
in the state.
"We are pleased to be a part of
this project," said Grace McKown,
president of EDI. "To be working
with two quality institutions on something that will benefit not only the
upper part of the state but all of
South Carolina is exciting."
The center has been approved by
the S.C. Commission on Higher Education but must still be approved by
the Joint Bond Review and the Budget and Control Board.

Library
sponsors
Adopt-ABook
Students, faculty and alumni and
their guests are invited to browse
through a wide range of materials
on loan from major architecture
book dealers at its Adopt-Book fund
raiser tomorrow in Lee Hall.
Attendees may adopt items at
purchase price to be placed in the
library's collection.
Sponsors will be acknowledged
through bookplates signed and
placed in the materials during the
fair.
Volunteers are also needed from
8:30 a.m. until 1:00 p.m. to help
with cashiering, general management and clean up. A sign up sheet
has been placed on the library's
office door by D. Johnson's and
Steve Moon's schedules.

Call the
Tiger News
Hotline at
656-4006.
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ON-LINE (EARLY) REGISTRATION
BEGINS NOVEMBER 1992
INTRODUCTION

ACCESS

PHASE-IN OF
INITIAL ACCESS

Beginning in November 1992 students can register on-line for the 1993 spring
semester at terminals connected to the University mainframe computer. Personal
computers with a modem can also be used for dial-up access. The system gives an
immediate response as to whether or not a seat in a requested class has been reserved
for the student. Students can use the on-line system to make schedule changes as often
as they like until on-line registration ends for spring semester on December 10.
Traditional registration forms will be used duiing walk-thru registration on January
4-5 for students still needing to enroll in courses, make schedule changes, clear
registration restrictions, or pay fees. Students can begin registering early for 1993
summer sessions in April 1993.
Entrance to on-line registration is based on the student's classification and is
controlled by specific windows of access. Students cannot register earlier than their
access window date and time. However, once their window opens, they have access
until December 10. Classification is based on the number of credits earned plus
enrolled credits in the 1992 fall semester. Classification for new transfer students is
based on credits accepted by Clemson plus enrolled credits in the 1992 fall semester.
Students can use Student Information Services at a computer terminal to view their
academic records and verify their classification. Freshmen have a total of 0-29
credits, sophomores 30-59, juniors 60-94, and seniors 95 and above.
Classification
Opening Access Date
Graduates
Monday, November 9
Seniors and Honors Program
Tuesday and Wednesday, November 10-11
Juniors
Thursday and Saturday, November 12 and 14
Sophomores
Sunday and Monday, November 15-16
Freshmen
Wednesday and Thursday, November 18-19
When an access window first opens, student numbers (social security numbers) will
be phased in at one hour intervals. The phase-in is keyed to the last digit of the student
number. The timetable for initial access is shown below.

TIMETABLE FOR INITIAL ACCESS TO ON-LINE REGISTRATION

7

Mon. Nov. 9
4:30 p.m.

Senior* &
Honor Program
Tues. Nov. 10
4:30 p.m.

8

4:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

3 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

9

5:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

4 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

0

5:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

5 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

1

6:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

6 p.m.

2

6:30 p.m.

Wed. Nov. 11
4:30 p.m.

**Sat. Nov. 14
12 Noon

Mon. Nov. 16
4:30 p.m.

3

7:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

1 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

5:30 p.m.

4

7:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

2 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

6:30 p.m.

5

8:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

3 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

6

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

4 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

8:30 p.m.

Last Digit of
Student No.

Graduate

Junior*

Sophomore*

Freshman*

Thurs. Nov. 12
4:30 p.m.

Sun. Nov. 15
2 p.m.

Wed. Nov. 18
4:30p.m.

8:30 p.m.
Thurs. Nov. 19
4:30 p.m.

'Classification is determined by credit hours earned plus current enrolled hours.
"Friday was not used because most computer labs are not accessible after 6 p.m.
ADVISING

MATERIALS

CHANGING
MAJORS

Advising procedures vary among academic departments. Watch for special
instructions about advising. General University guidelines indicate advising for
early registration should occur October 29-November 13.
Individual degree progress reports, early registration schedule cards, and on-line
registration instruction sheets will be in the student's major department by October 28.
The 1993 Spring I Summer Schedule Booklets will be available at the Student Union by
October 28. Students' degree progress reports are available year-round at computer
terminals for viewing on-line via Student Information Services (SIS), and the
schedule booklet can be viewed on-line via SIS beginning October 5. The student
instruction sheet shows the location of terminals and the hours they are available for
early registration.
Students planning to change majors should do so by October 5. Change-of-Major
forms are available in the Student Records Office, 104 Sikes Hall. If form is turned in
after October 5, ask for special instructions in Student Records.
ON-LINE REGISTRATION PROCESS

STEP1

STEP 2
STEP 3

Schedule a visit with an advisor as early as possible. Record course requests on the
two-part early registration card. Have advisor sign the department copy and retain it.
Keep the student copy for use when entering course requests. The advising number
printed on the early registration schedule card is needed when registering on-line.
If you need assistance in knowing your computer ID and computer password, go to the
Help Desk in the R. F. Poole Agricultural-Center. You must show a picture ID.
After your access window opens, go to a terminal in one of the computer labs listed on
the studerit instruction sheet available in your major department. Select Student
Information Services (SIS) from the initial menu screen. Then select the On-Line
Registration System and follow instructions. Students with personal computers and
modems may access the system by dialing 656-4804. Call Help Desk at 656-3494 if
assistance with dial-up access is needed.
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Divine Metaphysical Research speaks at Clemson

Group predicts end of world
by Jason Balser
computer manager
If you have something you really
want to do or something you really
want to try, doing it before April of
1996 might not be a bad idea.
According to the Institute of Divine Metaphysical Research, this is
the date (give or take six months) of
the end of the physical world as we
know it.
On Wednesday, October 7, the
group gave a two hour lecture in the
conference rooms of the Clemson
House on their beliefs.
Those beliefs stem from a divine
vision and revelation that Dr. Henry
C. Kinley supposedly received from
God in 1931 that revealed the pattern, the purpose, and the secrets of
the universe.
Kinley is believed by Institute
members to have been given the
secrets of God and of the universe
and the understanding to comprehend those secrets. Consequently,
he took upon himself the mission of
teaching those secrets to the rest of
the world.
One aspect of this group is that
tThey place a great deal of meaning
on a single word that may only exist
in the translations of the Bible and
not in the original Hebrew text giving it divine importance.
They believe that if a person
does not refer to God as Yahweh
and to Jesus as Elohim, their original
Hebrew names, then that person is
damned.

Several members of the group,
after being asked the direct question, "If someone does not use the
Hebrew names for God and forJesus,
are they automatically damned?"
answered,"Yes, they are."
"Priests, pastors, and the like
have not spoken directly with God
and may be misleading everyone,"
according to Jay Watkins, a speaker
for the Institute.
In contrast, Insitute followers
claim Kinley spoke directly to God,
allowing him the opportunity to
know what is right and to teach that
knowledge to everyone.
They also stated that every part
of the human body, every part of

our society, and every part of our
environment follow a set plan known
as the Tabernacle Plan.
This plan, set down in the Old
Testament of the Bible, is a plan for
the building of a tabernacle to worship God.
According to the Institute, this
plan was also implemented, by God,
into every aspect of human life.
As a result, the Institute claims
that every part of the human body
has a divine reason for existing.
As an example, the followers of
this institute claim that the human
race has fingernails because nails
were driven into the hands of Elohim
(thier name for Jesus Christ) on the

cross.
However, the English language is
the only language in existence where
the structure at the end of the fingers has the same name as a spike.
Numerous correlations were
made to the tonsils, to the hair, to
the brain, and to virtually every
body part.
As Dr. Timothy King pointed out
at the beginning of his talk during
the lecture, "[He] can tell you the
reason you have every body part
that you have. Every one."
They also place emphasis on the
importance of the Tabernacle Plan
in the organization of society, citing
the length of Social Security num-

bers as part of a divine plan.
Although this group calls God by
a different name than most Christian religions today and even though
they place a great deal of emphasis
on the importance of the human
body in religious matters, they claim
that they are not a cult.
In fact they do not claim to be a
religion at all.
According to their doctrine, "[The]
Institute of Divine Metaphysical Research is NOT A CHURCH but a
SCHOOL of Research founded...to
find the answer to every question
that has plagued mankind from the
foundation of the world..."

News staff meetings are now Sundays
at 8 p.m. in the Union, Rm. 903.
v^
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PRINCIPLES of SOUND RETIREMENT I N V
Frame & Art Gallery
400-1 College Ave.
(next to Hair Biz)

654-3594

_ .j.

'Tillman Hall" $15
byO.J.McGee

Clemson's
IRONICALLY, THE TIME TO START
SAVING FOR RETIREMENT IS WHEN IT LOOKS
LIKE YOU CAN LEAST AFFORD IT.

Hever Under

Can't afford to save for retirement?
The truth is, you can't afford not to.
Not when you realize that your retirement
can last 20 to 30 years or more. You'll want
to live at least as comfortably then as you
do now. And that takes planning.
By starting to save now, you can take
advantage of tax-deferral and give your
money time to compound and grow.
Consider this: set aside just $100 each
month beginning at age 30 and you can
accumulate over $192,539* by the time
you reach age 65. But wait ten years and
you'll have to budget $227each month
to reach the same goal.

Estimate
The Fower of
The Inebriated]

WASTED
YOUTH

Even if you're not counting the years to
retirement, you can count on TIAA-CREF
to help you build the future you deserve—
with flexible retirement and tax-deferred
annuity plans, a diverse portfolio of investment choices, and a record of personal
service that spans 75 years.
Over a million people in education and
research put TIAA-CREF at the top of
their list for retirement planning. Why not
join them?
Call today and learn how simple it is
to build a secure tomorrow when you
have time and TIAA-CREF working on
your side.

Connection"
Steven Jordan Posters
Christian Lassen Posters
Charleston Prints
'Golf & Wildlife Art
Clemson Prints
'Professional Custom
Framing

Come By and Register

For A FREE
Framed "Clemson
Summer" Poster.
Drawing to be held Saturday
Dec. 5th!

Start planning your future. Call our Enrollment Hotline 1 800 842-2888.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.SM

K
A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service and
your State Forester.

•Aj4tmiinganint^citraUoi73%cr^a^toTIAAB£t'u-ari£ntMnuitie^. This rate is usedsolelyto show the power andeffectof'compounding. Lowerorhigher rates would
produce very different result). CREF certificates are distributed by TIAA- CREF Individual and Institutional Services.

ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
A Public Service of the USDA Forest Service and
your Stale Forester.
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Clemson, GHS project names director
from news services
An international research consultant and
former researcher for the U.S. Army concentrating on viral disease treatments and immune therapy has been named director of the
Greenville Hospital System-Clemson University Cooperative Research and Education Program.
Dave Gangemi, formerly a professor of
microbiology and immunology at the University of South Carolina School of Medicine, is
the first director of the 22-month-old project
between the university and hospital system.
Jack Lilien, head of Clemson's department
of biological sciences, served as interim director during the national search for a permanent director.
"We are excited about Dave Gangemi's
leadership qualities. He is a respected researcher and educator with a keen understanding of the important missions of both the

university and the hospital system," says Jay
Gogue, Clemson's vice president for research.
"Our research agreement with Clemson
University holds great promise for the future
of health care," says Dr. G. William Bates, vice
president for medical education and research
of the hospital system. "The position of director for this agreement is a great responsibility.
"We are delighted to have Dave Gangemi
in this role, because he has the skills and
leadership abilities to direct this effort toward
fulfillment of its promise," Dr. Bates says.
"My job will be to create an environment
that will promote and nurture the research
and educational goals of the Greenville Hospital System and Clemson University," Gangemi
says. "The hospital system and the university
each have areas of expertise which will complement one other under the guidelines of this
cooperative agreement."
"In bringing together the strengths of
both institutions, we hope to build programs
in biomedical research which will have na-

tional and international prominence," he says. with AIDS or viral encephalitis.
Gangemi received his bachelor's degree
The cooperative is focusing initially on
three areas: bone and mineral metabolism, in microbiology at Clemson in 1969 and his
reproductive and developmental physiology, doctorate in bacteriology and virology at the
and health care delivery. Several Clemson University of North Carolina School of Medicolleges have research programs in one or cine in 1973.
He was a researcher at the U.S. Army's
more of those areas.
"We are confident that Dave Gangemi will Walter Reed Research Institute of Infectious
act as a catalyst to bring faculty from the Diseases and has served as a research conColleges of Sciences, Engineering, Nursing sultant for several pharmaceutical compaand Agricultural Sciences, as well as the Ex- nies in the United States and overseas.
At USC's School of Medicine, his honors
periment Station, into this work with the
Greenville Hospital System," says Bobby have included Professor of the Year for
Wixson, dean of the College of Sciences. "This Teaching Excellence, Faculty Member of the
will give us the opportunity to build on the Year and most recently the 1991-92 O'Neill
educational foundation previously established Barrett Teaching Excellence Award, given by
the senior class to the faculty member who
by Dr. Lilien."
Gangemi's research, which he plans to has had the greatest impact on their educacontinue as project director, seeks new treat- tion.
He also established international bioments for viral diseases and ways to boost the
immune system. The work could have appli- medical research programs between USC
cations for a wide variety of patients, includ- and institutions in Belgium, France and Switing organ transplant recipients and patients zerland.

Institute sponsors
student chapter
What PMI has told us is, 'when field trips. These will be trips to
you're looking for a job, we'll help companies. There may be a shadowyou'. PMI keeps students up on the ing program. That's where you
follow an employee around and find
The Palmetto Chapter of the cutting edge of management prin- out about their job," he said.
ciples,"
Rogers
said.
PMI
also
assists
Project Management Institute and
The Palmetto Chapter, which is
Professor H.M. Soroush of the De- with student research.
located in Greenville, includes CRS
The
organization
teaches
manpartment of Management sponsored
Sirrine Engineers, Fluor Daniel,
a Clemson Student Chapter on Octo- agement in the areas of scope, cost, Lockwood Greene, Sanders Bros.,
time, quality, contract/procurement,
ber 2.
Standard Products, M.W. Kellog,
PMI is a worldwide organization human resource, risk, and commu- Fiberweb NA, Hoechst Celanese, and
nication.
which promotes state-of-the-art
PMI also offers professional cer- many other national and internaproject management.
tification
as a Project Management tional companies.
Clemson will be the third student
he Clemson Student Chapter will
Professional.
chapter in the nation.
have representation on the Palmetto
The
benefits
of
being
involved
Andrew Rogers, a construction
Board of Directors but will have no
science and management major, is with PMI are the opportunity of a official voting power.
$500
scholarship,
research
projects
acting as Interim Chairman of the
Any students interested are inMembership Committee. Rogers and paper cooperation with indus- vited to attend the chapter's next
try
leaders,
and
paper
publication.
described PMI's objectives.
official meeting on October 27, at
"I'd say the number one item is to Rogers spoke of some of the PMI 7:30 p.m in Sirrine 102.
student
chapters
activities.
assist students in their ability to
"We're planning to go on some
network with industrial leaders.
by Ashley Jacobs
Special to The Tiger
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110-2 Calhoun St.
Clemson SC 29631
' 654-8600
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Furrushec?and unfurnished -2 Bedroom townhouses and *
flats 2 full Baths • Washers and dryers in all units • 1 ^
mile to campus • Lots of storage space
^

646-7003

*

Go Tigers!!
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Sunday Special October 18th
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ORDER YOUR TAILGATE SPECIALS

For more information, come to the
meeting on Sunday night at 8 p.m.
in Room 906 of
the University
Union.

APARTMENTS

Calces (By CHeryf

•Adult and ehilclrens birlhdav cakes
•Weddings by specially
•Cakes, cookies, breads, and more
•Catering and delivery available

The Tiger is looking for competent
writers to fill
available positions
in all sections.
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$3 Off
any $10 order or more purchase
Must Present This Coupon

OPEN 7 Days a Week
Monday thru Saturday 9-7
Sunday 1-6
Located Next To Winn Dixie
■

Clemson 654-8026
■■■ ■«■ ■**■ ■■"* ■■■ ■■■ ■*■■ ■■

Clemson University

CHINESE RESTAURANT
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LUNCH

ae

MONDAY-SATURDAY
11:30 AM-2:00 PM

Norm's

1

DINNER
SUNDAY-THURSDAY
5:00 pm - 9:30 pm
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
5:00 pm-10:00 pm

Golden
Dragon
Clemson
Suite

to Central

223

Bi-Lo

DON'T SIGN UP FOR
A STUDENT LOAN UNTIL
YOU SIGN UP HERE.
r
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Men who don't register with Selective Service aren't eligible
for some federal benefits. And that includes federal student aid
for college. So if you're within a month of turning 18, take
five minutes and fill out a simple card at the postoffice.

Selective Service Registration.
It's Quick. It's Easy. And It's The Law. ^
At Hwy 93
Next To
Clemson Suites

m

654-1551
m

Tigerama: The Tradition Continues
Tigerama, the Friday night extravaganza preceding
the Homecoming football game, is a significant part of
Clemson University's rich tradition. Tigerama has
been in existence for 36 years, and during the last ten
years it has undergone a lot of changes.
Prior to 1982 the price of admission to Tigerama
was 99 cents, which caused difficulty for the ticket
sellers and cash counters. In 1982 the price was raised
to $1 and later raised to $1.50 in 1985. 1987 saw the
ticket price rise to $2 at the gate and $1.50 in advance,
a price which remained constant until this year, when
all tickets are being sold at $2 each.
Tigerama has had interesting skit themes through
the past decade, starting with the Storybook Clemson
theme of 1982. Other themes have been:
1983 Real Live Reruns
1988 2088-The Next 100 Years
1984 Cartoon Clemson
1989 Cloak & Dagger Clemson
1985 Cinema Clemson
1990 Cartoon Clemson
1986 Fairytale Clemson
1991 Cowboy Clemson
1987 Daytime TV
1992 Tiger TV Classics
Different celebrities have acted as Tigerama emcees
during the past decade, but the best known twosome
IF YOUR FRIEND WENT OUT AND ATE
A SIX PACK OF GREEN BEANS EVERY NIGHT
WOULD YOU TALK TO HIM OR HER
NABOMT/IT?

were Jane Robelot and Russ Cassell, former broadcast
personalities in the Upstate. Both are Clemson
graduates with connections to Clemson athletic
broadcasting, and both were involved as students with
WSBF-FM. This year's emcees will be Love & Hudson.
The signature event of Tigerama is the Fireworks
finale. This year's show is presented by Southern
International Fireworks of Rock Hill. Fireworks
costing in excess of $6,500 will light up the sky over
Death Valley in a pyrotechnic climax to this event.
Predominantly a student-run event, Tigerama is cosponsored by Blue Key and WSBF. The program
begins with the best-attended pep rally in South
Carolina followed by the Dixie Skydivers thrilling
parachute jump into the stadium. The cheerleaders
and Rally Cats provide choreographed routines, with
the Tiger Band providing musical entertainment.
Next, student organizations provide skits to amuse
the crowd. Finally, the Pershing Rifles perform a
precision drill exhibition and provide traditional
military guard for the Homecoming Pageant contestants during the crowning of the Homecoming Queen.

Designs for B.E.S.T. T-Shirt Sought
A prize will be awarded to the individual who
submits the winning design for the B.E.S.T. T-shirt.
The design must include the words 1992-93 Black
Educational Support Team and must be submitted
camera-ready. The design should be two colors,
keeping in mind that the T-shirts will be purple.
Submit designs to 103 Holtzendorff Hall by Friday,
November 13. Call 656-0500 for more info."
B.E.S.T. Mentees are reminded of the Tuesday, October
27 meeting at 4:30p.m. in the Multi-purpose room.

Black Unity Showcase Scheduled
On Saturday, October 17, the NAACP will sponsor a
Black Unity Showcase in Tillman Auditorium at 8 p.m.
There will be step shows, performances by the Clemson
University Gospel Choir and other talent. Come join us
for the fun.

Mock Trial Oct. 21

Student Accused
of Date Rape
A jury of selected
Clemson students will
decide the fate of
Clemson senior Lance
Strong on Wednesday,
October 21, 1992.
Strong, 21, is
accused of raping a
student in her Calhoun
Courts apartment,
after the couple had a
date on September 12.
According to the arrest
warrant, Police
arrested Strong on
September 14.

^n^ strong

Strong's attorney would not return calls to his office
or home.
Strong has been known on campus for his involvement in community fundraising projects, the Young
Politician's Club and the Clemson Commerce Club. He
is a business administration major, with a minor in
political science.
The case of the State of South Carolina vs. Lance
Strong will be held in Tillman Hall Auditorium
October 21. The session will be called to order at 7 p.m.
Clemson students are encouraged to attend.
The CU Alcohol Awareness Committee invites you to
witness this Mock Date Rape Trial which will feature
practicing attorneys, a practicing judge and a student
jury. There will be a discussion of the date rape issue
during the jury's deliberations and Rape Crisis volunteers will be on hand for questions.
Names, dates and events are fictional. The verdict
has not been decided but will be handed down by the
student jury after arguments are heard.

Bowl For Prizes October 22
On Thursday, October 22 from 4:45 - 7 p.m., there
will be free bowling for African American freshmen and
transfer students and Black Faculty and Staff members. Come out and test your bowling skills at the
University Union Bowling Alley.

now fva$ aocokobcufjfected'u>our Me ?
pAy fomer is de.ad. Some, of my friends kave died. ZJ am permanently paralysed
because O rode, witk friends tkat were drinking!
.Alcokol kas been involved in some of tke best and worst times of my life.

Black Female/Male Emphasis Week

Steve & .Larry were two good friends of mine in tke army. One nigkt Steve did 20 skots of whiskey

Black Female/Male Emphasis Week will be celebrated October 25 through Thursday, October 29. A
luncheon for black females will be Wednesday, October
28 and a luncheon for black males will be Thursday,
October 29. Both will be held in the Palmetto Ballroom. For more information call 656-0500

nigkt Larry tried io beat Sieve and put down 21 skots. -He did it and everybody congvaiu\aied kim.
But Larry never got to brag about it tke next day. "He died later tkan nigkt from alcokol poisoning.

in less tkan an kour. Jt was a tremendous feat and ke ora>gged about it to all kis friends. Tke next

"He kad a .45 alcokol level in kis blood. Larry was a grea\ guy and D miss kim.
.Alcokol is not in itself evil. Jf you drink/ try not to drive. T7ke risks are. admittedly
exciting, but jail is one of tke most sobering experiences of a young life. But don't
learn mode.ro.Vton tke kard way.

Don't Forget the Tailgate Party
Don't forget the tailgate party for all African
American student groups and their advisors Saturday
beginning 10 a.m. on the patio of Holtzendorff Hall.

AAy fatker is a re.cove.r\ng alcokolic. D tkank C\od for kis c
drinking. *J pray ke will be able to abstain every day.
75% to 85% of campus crime is directly related io alcokol abuse.

s><
Nominate a Staff or Faculty Member to be on the S.A.F.E. Team

T©ss Y®ur GookaeSp Mot Y©"-

Student Development is accepting nominations for the Staff and Faculty Educators (S.A.F.E.) team for 199293. The team is made up of Clemson University staff and faculty who dedicate their time to the students on
our campus. Each member is recognized by the student body population as helping students above and
beyond the call of duty. If you would like to nominate someone for S.A.F.E. please complete the nomination
form and return to 113 Holtzendorff by Friday, October 23. Check future issues of The Tiger for the list of
new members. Should you have questions, please contact Christina Rever at 656-0521 or 656-0510. Thank
you for helping us recognize outstanding staff and faculty!

In celebration of Alcohol Awareness
Month, the Fraternity Residential Area and
Bryan Mall is sponsoring a 12:01 a.m. Quad
Party. The event will take place on Wednesday, October 21. Cookies and milk will be
served to promote
fun without alcohol.
The party will toast
students who participate in using alternatives other than beer
consumption.

Staff or Faculty nominee name
Nominee department/ Title

;
;

Nominee campus address

—

Your name
Your mailing address
Your phone number

—
How long have you known the nominee? .

Please explain why you are nominating the staff or faculty member.

m

Come support the
cause and enjoy free
cookies and milk
donated by Peelers.

Tiger Fact
Thanks to the 29-28 win over Virginia,
the Tigers have still never started 0-3 in
the ACC in school history since they
joined the league in 1954.
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Solomon leads Tigers to biggest
comeback in Clemson history
Redshirt freshman rallies
CU from 28-point deficit
by Daniel Shirley
assistant news editor
After disappearing for two years, the "Clemson jinx" over Virginia returned last Saturday
night at Scott Stadium in Charlottesville.
In what turned out to be the greatest
comeback in Clemson history, the Tigers rallied from their graves (trailing 28-0 in the
second quarter and 28-7 at halftime) to defeat
the Cavaliers, 29-28. Clemson had won the
first 29 games of the series before losing two
years ago and tying last season.

Finally; he has
something
positive to say!
Just when you think you know a team
inside-out... .
I sat in the press box in Charlottesville
at halftime, trying to decide how I could
write the nastiest things anyone has ever
said about the Clemson football program
without losing my life.
But a funny thing happened to the
Tigers on the way to being blown out by
Virginia: they came back and they won.
This wasn't supposed to happen, at
least for this team. Sure, the first half was
typical of Clemson football '92-the Tigers look really bad, James Trapp gets
burned on defense at least once (in this
case, twice), and CU heads to the locker
room forced not only to beat the other

GEOFF
WILSON
SPORTS
EDITOR

team in the second half, but also to beat
them handily if they want a win.
The Tigers are good in the second
half, no questions asked. But twice already this season, loyal fans have watched
Clemson come back to tie the score or
take the lead in the second half. Twice
the fans have hoped against all hope that
the players could turn it on for just seven
more minutes, or just one more quarter.
Twice the Tigers have come a long way
back only to fold under the pressure and
still lose.
It appeared as if the team had no
heart; in general, in the first half they
should have been embarrassed to be
wearing orange pants. CU has never
gone 0-3 to start the ACC schedule, and
when the Cavs scored 28 points in 26
minutes it looked as if an unwelcome

continued on page 4B

"This is the greatest win we've had since
I've been here," said senior safety Robert
O'Neal. "I've never felt like this after a victory."
Nelson Welch, who had missed a field goal
and extra point earlier in the half, once again
was the hero for Clemson by curling the ball
just inside the left upright on a 32-yard field
goal with only :55 left to give the Tigers their
first lead of the game and complete the
comeback.
"When you miss one, I think you've got to
redeem yourself," Welch said. "I didn'twantto
let my teammates down."
Last year Welch went through a similar
scenario against the Cavaliers. After missing
three field goals, he hit a late 40-yarder to
salvage a 20-20 tie.
"I think you saw a team with a lot of heart
tonight. I couldn't ask for any more from our
kids," said Clemson head coach Ken Hatfield.
"It was a game of two halves. The second half
was the greatest half of football I have ever
been associated with."
In reality, the comeback began when freshman quarterback Louis Solomon entered the
game. Solomon replaced starter Richard Moncrief on the fourth series of the game after the
Tigers managed only 29 yards in 13 plays
during their first three series.
"I can't say enough about Louis Solomon,"
Hatfield said, flashing a big grin. "That man
showed a lot of guts leading the team back like
that. He executed almost a flawless half of
football. He made all the right plays at the
right times."

Chip East/head photographer
pass.
touchdown by a quarterback in Clemson history.
"The coaches told me to just go out and
have fun," said Solomon, who rushed for 136
yards on 16 carries. "Things just weren't going
right, and they made the decision (to insert
Solomon). They just kept saying to go out and
have fun."
Trailing by three touchdowns at halftime,
the Tigers came out with a renewed intensity
after the intermission.
"We told them that the first half was theirs,
and that this second half was going to be
ours," said Hatfield. "I couldn't be prouder of
a group of players. After losing two close ones
already this year, I knew something good was
going to happen to this team."
After being outgained 286-115 in the opening half, the Tigers totally dominated every
facet of the second half, gaining 375 yards,
including 288 rushing yards, and the defense
allowed only 93"We didn't play Clemson defense in the
first half," said Darnell Stephens, whose interception led to the game-winning kick. "We
knew we had to turn it around and that we
were a better team than that first half."
The Tigers defense allowed touchdown
passes of 33, 37, 20 and four yards from
Cavalier quarterback Bobby Goodman in the
first half and 90 yards rushing from Terry
Kirby before shutting down the Cavalier attack.
"We knew we had a chance," said senior
£ linebacker Ashley Sheppard. "Defensively, we
2 just had to go back to what we had been doing

Terry Smith hauls in a Louis Solomon
Solomon's 64-yard touchdown run with
1:53 left in the half finally got the Tigers on the
board and gave the team much-needed confidence. The run was the second-longest for a
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continued on page 5B

I Rodney Blunt scampers 53 yards
•2 for a touchdown to make the score
o 28-20 in the second half.
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Blue Devils try to quell CU's momentum
by Brian A. Carpenter
staff writer
Coming into to this Saturday's
game, the Tigers will possess
something that they seem to have
lacked all season: confidence. The
only problem with this is that their
opponent on Saturday has it also.
The 19th-ranked Tigers face a
hot Duke (2-3 overall, 0-2 ACC) team
coming off an impressive win over
East Carolina this past week, 45-14.
Clemson (3-2 overall, 1-2 ACC) will
be attempting to guard against a letdown as they try to move on from
their impressive win over Virginia
29-28. A crowd of over 80,000 is
expected for the Homecoming
contest.
The Tiger team will have some
new looks in starting positions this
weekend, as Louis Solomon has
earned the quarterback position and
Norris Brown has taken over the
cornerback position from James
Trapp. According to Coach Ken
Hatfield, the anointing of Solomon
comes about as a combination of
Richard Moncrief s hip pointer injury
and his impressive play against
Virginia. "Louie really deserves it.
Certainly leading us back like he
did, I think the team has a lot of
confidence in him and I've got a lot
of confidence in him," said Coach
Hatfield.
Solomon was named the ACC
Back of the Week with his
performance against Virginia,
finishing the game with 116 yards
rushing and 88 yards passing. Norris
Brown finished Saturday's game with
a career high 10 tackles while playing
three positions.
The Tiger defense will be tested
in the secondary, as Duke brings in
a high-powered passing offense
behind the arm of sophomore
quarterback Spence Fischer, who

had his first career start against East
Carolina and completed 20 of 29
passes for 222 yards and three
touchdowns. Duke can also counter
with junior Steve Prince, who has
completed 41 of 80 passes this season
for 431 yards. The Blue Devils also
bring in a familiar running threat in
the name of senior Randy Cuthbert,
who has rushed for 473 yards in five
games.
The Tigers have experienced
difficulty all season in getting going
in the early stages of this seasons
ball games. "We're going to change
a couple of routines and see if we
can start better," said Hatfield, in
reference to solutions to the slow
starts.
The Tigers will start this week's
game with confidence that seems to
be at a season high level. According
to Hatfield, "We have the confidence
on both offense and defense that we
can play good football."
Last year's game against Duke
was a thriller in Tokyo, Japan.
Clemson had to score 26 points in
the fourth quarter to beat the Blue
Devils 33-21. Sta'rters for Duke last
season that are absent this season
are quarterback Dave Brown, who
last year threw for 385 yards against
the Tigers. Duke held a 14-7 lead
going into the fourth quarter, but
Clemson used their powerful running
game to inch back for the victory.
The Tigers must attempt not to
look past this mysterious Duke team
in wake of next week's game against
North Carolina State. Duke's win on
Saturday was one of their most
impressive under coach Barry
Wilson. Tha Blue Devils held East
Carolina's top-ranked passing game
that was averaging 400 yards a
game to only 167 yards and four
interceptions. "It was a very satisfying
win (over ECU)," said Wilson. "It
was one we needed, and our football

ii
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Chip East/head photographer

Rudy Harris had another impressive outing in his second game back from a three-game
suspension. The senior fullback rushed 12 times for 96 yards and two touchdowns,
including this scoring jaunt in the fourth quarter that brought the Tigers to within two at 2826 in the fourth quarter. Harris' 96 yards were four short of making him the third CU runner
to reach 100 yards in the game.
team worked very hard in the open any easy games in the ACC this football team and we've got to forget
week. It was a complete victory for season.
about the Virginia game right now
us."
"Every team in the ACC is a good and think about Duke."
Clemson's win over Virginia was
probably the most satisfying since
coach Ken Hatfield came to Clemson.
The Tigers must not remember that
game too long because, as
sophomore linebacker Tim Jones
was quick to point out, there aren't

Varsity Sports Schedule
Oct. 17 - Oct. 24
Sat., 10/17
Football vs. Duke, 1 p.m.
Men's and Women's Cross Country
in Clemson Invitational
Sun., 10/18
Soccer @ Wake Forest, 3 p.m.
Tues., 10/20
Volleyball @ South Carolina, 7 p.m.
Wed., 10/21
Soccer vs. UNC-Charlotte, 7 p.m.
Sat., 10/24
Football @ N.C. State, 3:30 p.m.
Men's and Women's Swimming
in Orange & White, 10 a.m.
Volleyball ©Florida State, 7 p.m.

Ml

The Tiger
College Football Top 25

Pts
Prev
1. Miami [13.5 no.l votes](5-0) ..510
2
2. Washington [5.5](5-0)
506
1
3. Michigan [2](4-0-l)
487
3
4. Alabama (6-0)
465
6
5. Texas A&M (5-0)
430
8
6. Florida State (5-1)
424
7
7. Georgia (5-1)
355
10
8. Perm State (5-1)
351
5
9. Stanford (5-1)
350
11
10. Nebraska (4-1)
321
13
11. Colorado (5-0)
315
12
12. Tennessee (5-1)
312
4
13. Mississippi State (4-1)
245
15
14. Notre Dame (4-1-1)
237
18
15. Syracuse (4-1)
211
17
16. Clemson (3-2)
206
20
17. Virginia (5-1)
193
9
18. Georgia Tech (4-1)
189
15
19. Boston College (4-0-1)
146
22
20. Southern Cal (2-1-1)
122
24
21. North Carolina State (5-2)
88
—
22. Washington State (5-0)
61
23. Oklahoma (3-2)
49
14
24. Florida (2-2)
44
25
25. Kansas (4-1)
39
—
Dropped Out: UCLA (19), Ohio State (21),
California (23).
Others receiving votes: UCLA 31, The Citadel
30, Arizona 20, West Virginia 20, San Diego
State 19, California 17, Arkansas 8, Texas 8, Air
Force 6, Florida A&M 4, Hawaii 2, Utah 2,
Princeton 1, Western Michigan 1, Wisconsin 1,
William & Mary 1.
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Tiger Soccer loses three games by three goals
by Melissa Roma
staff writer
The men's soccer team travels to
Wake Forest Sunday to fight for
their first ACC victory of the season.
The 4th ranked Tigers are now 0-22 in the ACC and 8-2-3 overall. Their
first loss came this past Friday night
against ACC rival N.C. State, the
second came on Sunday against No.
1 ranked Virginia.
The N.C. State game got off to a
slow start, but with about three
minutes remaining in the first half,
both teams began to show some
spark. Although no one scored in
the first half, the players returned to
the field with the same energy.
With under 19 minutes remaining
in the second half, the Wolfpack's
Mark Jones gave a pass to Bias
Cardozo, who quickly shot the ball
past Clemson keeper Jaro Zawislan.
The Tigers attempted to tie things
up with less than three minutes left
in the game. Nidal Baba's open shot
into the cage was called back due to
a controversial offside penalty. The
game ended in a 1-0 loss for the
Tigers.
The Tigers hit the field Sunday
again filled with a drive. Senior
Andy Pujats found a Cavalier striker
to rid him of his energy, but was
awarded a yellow penalty card for
the attack. In return, UVA's Erik
Imler fouled near his own goal cage
giving himself a yellow card, and
Clemson an indirect kick
opportunity.

Rivers Guthrie took the kick for
the Tigers. It rebounded off the
keeper, but Wael Salama was there
to put it in for the Tigers. This was
Salama's 11th goal of the season.
In the second half, Virginia was
finally able to get the ball past
Zawislan, Clemson's all-time leader
for career saves. Imler was credited
with the goal, while Brad Agoos
assisted him on the shot.
The game was then forced to go
into two overtime periods of 15
minutes each. With 8:39 remaining
in the first period, Clemson's Mark
Kinch ran unchallenged down the
field to put the final Tiger goal on
the scoreboard. He was assisted by
freshman starter Miles Joseph.
Heading into the second overtime
period, the Tigers were up 2-1. It
looked hopeful for the underdogs
until Virginia's Nate Friends easily
shot one into the Tiger cage with
less than five minutes remaining.
In the final minutes of the game,
a sure Cavs goal was batted down by
defender Jamahl Green. This gave
the number one team in the nation
an opportunity to face Zawislan oneon-one. Ben Crawley took the shot
for the Cavaliers which easily slid
past the Tiger keeper ending the
game at 3-2.

"I felt we did our best. We
prepared well, we went out and
gave our best, but sometimes you
just don't get the results you want,"
Miles Joseph explained.
Once again, they were not able
to get the results they wanted as
they traveled to Furman Wednesday
afternoon. Pujats' yellow card in the
Virginia game was his fifth for the
season forcing him to sit out the
game in Greenville. Lacking his
leadership, the team was not able to
pull together to conquer the Paladins.
First half action left the Tigers
minus one player who was ejected
early in the half, and left both teams
scoreless. In the second half, the
excitement was in the battle for
penalties rather than goals. The
Paladins claimed one red card ejecting the offender from the
remainder of the game, and four
yellow cards.
On a Clemson penalty, the hosts
were given a direct kick opportunity
which led to the game winning goal.
The Tigers journeyed back to
Clemson with another 1-0 loss
weighing them down.
Following Sunday's ACC match
on the road, the Tigers will return
home on Wednesday to host UNC
Charlotte at 7:00 p.m.

Witte Cottingham/senior staff photographer

Jaro Zawislan stops a shot on goal.

RED HOT VALUES

Call CHANELO'S Pizza
Now and Take
Advantage of These
Great Offers!

m

GREAT SAVINGS WITH TRIPLE DEALS
EXPIRES 11-1-92
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3-8" cheese pizza for $8.49/extra toppings, $1.59 covers ALL 3
3-12" cheese pizza for $12.99/extra toppings, $1.99 covers ALL 3
3-16" cheese pizza for $19.99/extra toppings, $2.99 covers ALL 3

$3.00 OFF
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WITH 3 OR MORE TOPPINGS
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ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
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GOOD TIL OCT15,1992

When placing your order you must tell the person
taking your order you are using this coupon
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CD

Imagine R&D at 200
Miles Per Hour.
Imagine Yourself at
Hoeehst Celanese.

Z

ANY REGULAR PRICE 12",16", OR 20; PIZZA St

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
COUPON GOOD FOR
DINE IN • DELIVERY
TOGO
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GOOD TIL OCT 16,1992

FREE ■ XTRA TOPPING

Hoeehst Celanese
Hoeehst

CD

When placing your order you must tell the person
taking your order you are using this coupon

At Hoeehst Celanese, we used our imagination to
find the toughest testing ground for our high-tech
products for the passenger car of the future. We
chose Innovator, our Indy race car. We call it our 200
mile per hour laboratory on wheels. This kind of
innovation from our creative men and women has
helped us develop new products-super-strength
fibers for seat belt yarn, ultra high molecular weight
polyethylene for skid plates, polyarylate for warning
light lenses, and PBI flame retardant fibers for race
drivers' suits-to make cars perform better and
make you safer in them. These are just a few examples of how we turn the right ideas into the right
products. If you want to put your imagination to work,
imagine yourself at Hoeehst Celanese.
For more information about
Hoeehst Celanese, contact the
University Recruiting Director,
Hoeehst Celanese Corporation,
Building D, Route 202-206,
PO Box 2500, Somerville, New
Jersey 08876-1258. Or, call toll
free: 1-800-445-6265.

$1.00 OFF

DD

The Hoeehst name and logo are registered
trademarks of Hoeehst AG.

O

ON OUR PARTY WEEKEND SPECIAL

FREE-XTRATOPPING
COUPON GOOD FOR
DINE IN" • DELIVERY
TOGO

ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
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GOOD TIL OCT 19,1992
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When placing your order you must tell the person
taking your order you are using this coupon

50% OFF ■ WEDNESDAY
/ BUY ANY REGULAR PRICED FOOD ITEM ON OUR MENU
GET 2ND FOR 50% OFF SAME VALUE
MID-WEEK SPECIAL WED.
COUPON GOOD FOR
DINE IN • DELIVERY
GOOD TIL OCT 22,1992
TOGO
WED SPECIAL
When placing your order you must tell the person
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taking your order you are using this coupon

DELIVERY STARTS DAILY AT 11 A.M.
YOU CAN BUY CHEAPER BUT YOU CANT BUY BETTER
CALL CHANELO'S, PUT SOMETHING GOOD IN YOUR BODY TODAY
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Judge Keller's Store

POSITIVE, from page 1B
first would be written down in ond game back from a three-game
suspension.
the record books.
Rodney Blunt, who shouldered
Even if the fans had lost heart,
the much-maligned players hadn't. the brunt of the tailback work and
To a man, they said they weren't gained 146 yards, 53 of which came
thinking at any time they were on a touchdown on a third and two
out of it. And they have one man play and pulled the Tigers to within
to thank for getting them back in eight at 28-20.
Darnell Stephens, whose interit: Louis Solomon.
The'redshirt freshman hasn't ception with three minutes to go set
played much before because the CU up for its winning drive. He was
coaching staff didn't want to rush playing in only his third game of the
season after coming off an injury.
him. Too bad.
Larry Ryans, who had to fall
It was his decision on an option with under two minutes left down to catch a perfect Solomon
in the second quarter that pro- pass, but caught it nonetheless and
duced a 64-yard scoring run and set the Tigers up on the UVa nine.
And Nelson Welch, who kicked
changed the momentum of the
the game-winner with 55 seconds
entire game.
Granted, Solomon didn't do it left after having missed an earlier
by himself. There were others field goal and an extra point.
It seems that the players had
who shined in the comeback.
Rudy Harris, who bulled his their integrity questioned one time
way to two touchdowns in the too many and finally got mad enough
second half, including a crucial to turn things around. The vaunted
score on fourth and goal from the defense, which has slipped to 35th
one. And all this in only his sec- nationally in total defense, hunkered

down and held the Cavs to only
93 total yards in the second half.
Ashley Sheppard said the old Clemson defense is back... believe it.
Now, there's still one thing left
to take care of. Rick Stockstill, if
you're reading this, get a grip!!!
It's obvious that the offense is
better under Solomon-numbers
don't lie. The players aren't going
to say that in public, because they
don't want to offend Richard
Moncrief. But if Moncrief s such a
team guy, then he'll understand if
he sits down. So stop pussyfooting around and tell Solomon he's
the starter indefinitely instead of
just as a "one-game deal." Stop
trying to create a quarterback
controversy and get on with your
job.
There. All is said and done,
and if the second half was any
indication, you won't be seeing
any more negative talk in this
space-at least until basketball
season starts.

Now Available
• Woolrich Sweaters & Jackets
• Jansport Book Bags & Duffle Bags
• Champion Sweatshirts

654-6446
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DONUTS

101 Keith Street • Clemson, SC
653-5020
ij»* Clemson
<*does have a
DONUTSHOP!
Open 7AM to 1PM Every Day

COLLEGE GRADUATES
Put your education to work—become a

Convenience And Comfort
In Contact Lenses Is
Right Before Your Eyes.

Cross
Country in
Clemson
Invitational.
Bright and
early tomorrow
morning.
See it.

m^...
v_:.

Lawyer's Assistant
"The Career for the 90's"
at The National Center for Paralegal Training
• Oldest and largest graduate-level American Bar
Association-approved program in the Southeast
• Employment assistance—over 1,000 employers
in 38 states have hired our graduates.
• 3 month day program with housing available.
• 8 month evening program.
• Diversified Curriculum-specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate & Probate; all
courses include "Computers in the Law."

Meet with our representative
Thursday, October 29,9:00-4:00

And Your First Pair Is Free.
Discover the convenience and comfort of ACUVUE®
Disposable Contact Lenses. If ACUVUE is right for you,
we'll give you a free trial pair.

VISION CENTER
370 College Ave,
Clemson, SC

654-7980

Contact College Placemen! Office for an appointment
Call or write for a free brochure and more information.
The National Center for Paralegal Training
3414 Peachtree Road • Atlanta, GA 30326

_(80ty M5j^$4^J4M)Jl6teQ60_
Please send mc information about becoming a Lawyers Assistant

Name
Cily

-Zip

College.
Phone <oay><_

.Yr.Gtad
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?)e ©(tie Smttm»kfj
Bfyopp e
On The'oQuore,in r^ndieton

646-9238
Du<f D«& oandcvtc,^ fat' /ve,x,t'/or na^Price,
Must Present Coupon

FLOAT Over To

It's reflected In i good man's eyes.

During HOMECOMING
(Centrally Located - Next To The Bookstore)

Pitchers
Pint Draft
Domestics
Imports

2.50 / 3.25
.75 / 1.00
.75 /1.25
1.25 /1.75

*Tiger Stripe Accepted

•Big Screen TV & Bar TV

One look andyou know there's
something special about v_
*■ this man-something that
sets him apart. Not everyone can control a sophisticated fighter that flies
. at twice the speed of sound.
' It takes confidence. It takes
a Marine officer.
Ityoudlike to see whetheryou
have what it takes to be a Marine
aviator, look this man in the eye. If
you think you 're up to it, <«J5call 1-800-MARINES...
^gp
unless, of course, you
vps^

eoro/
S?/
Marines
The Few. The Proud. The Marines.

•Pool Tables & Pinball / FREE Foosball
•Availability Of The Games Area Next Door
YES You Can Take Beer Over There
(Open 'til 12)

•Open 10:00 am Home Football Saturdays
w/Free LIVE Acoustic Entertainment
"CHRISTY SNOW" - After The Game
•i

Limited openings available. If you have the metal to be an Officer of Marines visit us at
the student center on 20 Oct. Thru 22 Oct or call 1stLt Coutts (collect) at (803) 256-9015.

Comics

The Weekly Entertainment Guide of
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by David Cullen
staff writer
This summer, one cassette more
than any other was responsible for
me getting to work safely. It was
Corrosion of Conformity's album
Blind. No matter how tired or
hungover I was, I could pop it in the
tape player and by the time I was
halfway to work, I was fully alert and
singing along at the top of my lungs.
Now people in the Greenville area
(including Clemson students) will
have the chance to experience their
energy.
On Sunday, October 18, Corrosion
of Conformity from Raleigh, NC, Dead
Cut Tree, from Myrtle Beach and
local sensation One3four will be
playing at Characters in Greenville.
It will be an all ages show and the doors open at 8:00
p.m. I spoke to Rob Bear of Characters and he said
that he was "glad to be getting a Rock the Vote
band."
I also spoke to Reed Mullin, drummer for COC,
and he had a lot to say about voting. Paraphrased,
he said "Go vote." He also said that "complacency is
the American dream." After he was done sounding
off, I did get him to say that the band would be
playing some old material, most of the cuts off

This

Week's
Reviews

Blind, and a few new songs they have been
toying with. I asked him about how their show
two weeks ago at Atlanta's Masquerade went
and he said that after their set, they invited the
whole crowd onstage.
When asked to describe their sound, Mullin
said "It's like going to International House of
Pancakes and asking for baked Alaska" and
"Loud." Thrasher magazine said it was "the

Albums
• INXS -Welcome to Wherever You
Are
• Mary's Danish - American
Standard
• Sinead O'Connor - Am I Not Your
Girl?

album Metallica should have
made." My more objective
description is a mix of
thrash, metal and grunge
with some heavy duty blues
for seasoning. If the rest of
the band have as intense
personalities as Reed, this
should be the best show
this area has ever seen.
I do not have any
information about the band
Dead Cut Tree, despite my
numerous efforts to acquire
some. However, I am quite
familiar with One3four, and
in their own way they are
as intense as COC. They
have a progressive,
energetic sound that squirts
out between the holes in
the label of melodic hardcore. Some
readers may remember my story on
their excellent show in Edgar's about a
month ago. Maybe this time I will get
to hear them play my favorite song.
Tickets for the show will be $9 in
advance and $ 10 at the door. Characters
is located on 1-385 between Haywood
mall and 1-85. For more information,
call 234-0370.

Movies
• Under Siege, starring Steven
Seagal, Tommy Lee Jones and
GaryBusey.
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COMEBACK, from page 1B
in practice and
shut them down.
Then
the |
offensive
stepped up and
did what they
had to do."
The offense
did exactly that
from the opening
horn of the
second half. After
fumbling at the
Cavalier 18 on
their opening
drive, The Tigers
went 63 yards in
nine plays in only
2:55 on their
next possession,
capped by Rudy ft
Harris' one-yard
plunge to cut the
Cavalier lead to
28-14.
The Tigers'
next scoring
drive took even
less time off the
clock, as Clemson
cut the lead to
Rosanne Anton
28-20 with a
Jennifer Manske
three-play drive
Amee Beck
Erin McGuigan
that lasted only
Tara
Belisario
Vicki
Percic
52
seconds.
Rodney Blunt's
Theile Branham
Beth Powell
5 3 - y a r d
Leslie Carnes
Donna Siculiano
touchdown dash
Allison Cenedella
Kelly Smith
on third and two
was the longest
Michelle Doolittle
Stephanie Snethan
in his career.
Nicki
Dukes
Angela Apeight
Blunt finished
Liz Eaddy
the game with
Jill Stephenson
141 yards on 16
Cindy Ehrlich
Pamela Stogner
carries.
Chip East/head photographer Jill Elliot
Alisa Southard
However,
Louis Solomon in action against Virginia in the second game of his career. Ann Farrell
Welch's missed
Melissa Taylor
Andrea Freeman
PAT left the Tigers a touchdown and kid?" asked Hatfield. "To make those
Jeannie Thompson
two-point conversion behind.
two plays, on fourth down and then
Lynn Haynes
Courtney Ware
"I don't know what happened in on third and 11. Those were two
Erin
Hickey
Becca Wheeler
the second half," said Bryce Nelson, great plays."
Dee
Hutto
who started his first game at center
After Stephens' interception, the
for Clemson. "We scored, and then Tigers began their march toward
Brittany Hylton
everybody was hyped. There is no victory. Harris took the option handMitzi
Lincoln
way you can describe it.
off and went four yards. Then Blunt
"I couldn't even dream of this had two carries for eight yards and
Jessica MacMullan
happening."
a first down.
After the two teams exchanged
What came next was possibly the
YOUR CAREER IS AT STAKE!
"
punts, the Tigers went on another biggest play of the year for the
Are you applying to graduate or medical school? We are academic scientists with extensive experience
long drive and scored on Harris' 27- Tigers. Solomon dropped back and
as members of graduate and medical school admissions committees. We will work with you ■ on your
yard run with 5:31 left in the game. hit a streaking Larry Ryans for a 45application and strengthen your personal essay to give you that competitive edge. For free
The drive, which covered 65 yards yard completion to the Cavalier nineinformation, contact: AIKENDAIL Academic Consultants, 703 Ninth. Street Suite
in nine plays, cut the Virginia lead to yard line.
233,Durham, NC 27705-4802. (919) 493-0343
'
28-26.
After a holding penalty put them
Included in the drive were two back at the 23, the Tigers pounded
clutch runs by Solomon to give the the ball up the middle to set up
Tigers first downs. On fourth down Welch's kick.
and five, Solomon optioned left and
"This feels great," said Sheppard.
kept the ball for a ten-yard gain to "Being a senior, and after losing and
the Cavalier 40. Then, on third and tying to these guys the last two
11 from the Virginia 41, Solomon years, it feels great. It really turns
went 14 yards on a quarterback our season around and gets us going
draw.
in the right direction again."
"What can you say about the

Congratulations
to our 1992
New Initiates!

Don't sit on your
hands
tomorrow!

ATTENTION ORGANIZATIONS:

Tillman Place
Close to Campus

ALL ORGANIZATIONS MUST CHECK THEIR
BOXES IN THE STUDENTGOVERNMENT
LOBBY BY OCTOBER 20!

Private Bedrooms
4 Bedroom Units
Volleyball,Pool & Clubhouse

There is important information concerning
Jane Brown (653-5206)
changes in the organization section of the
Elinor Baron (654-4602)
Carolina Student Handbook, as well as vital information
Real Estate on retaining recgnition.
72,000

TMIman
Place
First-Class
Condominiums
for Students

392 College Ave.
Next Phase-Spring 93
Accepting Contracts Now)

(803) 654-6202
M. Zielinski - Broker in Charge
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Rugby team tops
USC to win state title
by Ronni Nonnenberg
and Lynne Shitnel
special to The Tiger
The Clemson Rugby Club
defeated the University of
South Carolina at Columbia
last Saturday with a 12-9
victory in overtime.
This win makes the Tigers
Palmetto State Champions and
places them in the Group IV
playoffs, to be held Nov. 21-22
in Alabama.
They will be playing against
the group champions from
Florida, Georgia and the rest
of the Deep South.
Clemson captain Richard
Klunk made the first score
with a three-point penalty kick
and continued putting points
on the board throughout the
game, making all four of his
penalty kicks.
The Clemson pack,
including Matt Drewello, Dan
Lewis, Robert Redmond, Mark
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Gravel, Bill Bacon, Neal
Beaman and Doug Oules,
played exceptionally well,
holding off an extremely fierce
USC squad in many goal line
stands and preventing them
from scoring on any tries.
At the end of regulation
play, the score was tied at 99
and the game went into
overtime. During the following
two ten minute halves, Klunk
made a 15-meter penalty kick
which put the Tigers in the
lead.
In the last minute of play,
club president Andy VanEvera
made a game saving tackle
preventing USC from scoring.
Clemson's B-side team won
32-0 with tries by VanEvera,
Brad Tomlinson, Mike Piquette,
and Marty Mauldin.
The rugby team will be
playing UNC-Charlotte this
Saturday at 1 p.m. at Clemson's
rugby pitch behind the baseball
field.

A^RENTS
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Sofas • Beds • Computers
VCRs • TVs • Camcorders
Stereos • Microwaves
Dorm Fridges

653-3100
Hwy 93 Clemson
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Best in the state for three years in a
row.
Keep the tradition alive
JOIN NOW!

1

Stanley H. Kaplan
Comes to Clemson

With Coupon
Walk-in orders only.
Expires December 15,1992

At the East Campus Store.
Not valid with other promotions.

At the East Campus Store.
Not valid with other promotions.

Classic Photography Inc.
has immediate openings for
PHOTOGRAPHERS.
Part-time weekends and evenings.
Transportation a must.
Underclassmen preferred.
Call 654-8019
for appointment.

LjiS

I

Test Your Best!
GMAT • LSAT
classes begin in the next few days

Call 1-800-933-PREP
Ask about our free computerized
diagnostic evaluation

1KAPLAN

I

STANLEY H.KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTERLTD.
I1

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Call 882-8796

i'UJ

• Free pregnancy test
• Free one-on-one counseling
• 24 Hour Hotline
• Hours: Tues, Thur, and Sats 10 am to 1 pm
• Strictly confidential
• Close - Downtown Seneca

hi

i|J;

Foothills Crisis Pregnancy Center
206 Fairplay St., Suite 101
(Nimmons Buliding)
Seneca, S.C. 29678
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BEHIND EVERY
GOOD BOSS...

3MY S BUB

With Coupon
Walk-in orders only.
Expires December 15,1992
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•BUY
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TO-OWN

-—ALL THE COMFORTS OF HOME
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Fit)

IS A GREAT
SECRETARY

Day,
Oct 16th

Remember your boss with these
great gift ideas!
• Tradebooks
• Recycled Paper Products cards
• Hallmark cards
• Balloon bouquets from $8 and
up (free delivery)
• Cups and mugs
• T-shirts and sweatshirts
• Assorted gift items
Clemson University Bookstore
University Union
Clemson, SC 29632
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Tiger
Picks

Chip East,
head
photographer
(47-13)

Witte
Cottingham,
sr staff photo
(46-14)

Daniel
Shirley, asst
news editor
(45-15)

Kimberly
Hannah,
office mgr
(43-17)

Amy
Henderson,
managing ed
(43-17)

Terry
Manning,
ed-in-chief
(43-17)

Geoff
Wilson,
sports editor
(42-18)

Jim Marvin,
faculty
advisor
(42-18)

Duke at
Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Florida St.
at Ga. Tech

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Ga. Tech

Florida St.

Florida St.

Florida St.

Wake Forest
at Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Maryland

Virginia at
UNC

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

Virginia

UNC

N.C. St. at
Va. Tech

N.C. St.

N.C. St.

N.C. St.

N.C. St.

N.C. St.

N.C. St.

N.C. St.

N.C. St.

N.C. St.

Alabama at
Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Alabama

Tennessee

Tennessee

Alabama

Bost. Coll.at
Penn St.

Penn State

Penn State

Boston
Collge

Penn State

Penn State

Penn State

Boston
Collge

Penn State

Penn State

Oklahoma
at Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Oklahoma

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Colorado

Syracuse at
W. Virginia

West
Virginia

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

West
Virginia

Syracuse

Syracuse

Syracuse

Mississippi
State

Mississippi
State

Mississippi
State

USC

Mississippi
State

Mississippi
State

Mississippi
State

Mississippi
St. at USC

Mississippi
State

Florida St.

Maryland

Virginia

N.C. St.

Tennessee

Penn State

Oklahoma

West
Virginia

Mississippi
State

Florida St.

Mississippi
State

Mike King,
time-out
editor
(41-19)

Bill
Zimmerman,
asst spits ed
(40-20)

The standings in the Clemson Pigskin Picks contest, sponsored by Edgar's and the Union, are as follows: 1. Frederick Cooper, 84 correct- 2 Daniel
Shirley, 81; 3. Cameron Boland, 80; 4. Allissa Savage, 79; 5. Mike King, .78. Drop by the Union to pick up this week's form.
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Welcome Alumni & Friends To Homecoming 1992!
Visit our store for the finest selection of Clemson Sportswear
by RUSSEL.I* ATHLETIC
Open Late Friday & Saturday and l-6pm on Sunday.
•Downtown Clemson • 654-8134
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Frank Howard: Clemson's living legend
by Lee Buford
staff writer
The Rock. The Hill. The Valley.
All three are synonymous with
the traditions of Clemson football.
They each represent a part of .football history that reflects many years
of intercollegiate competition and
rivalry, and there is one man who
has seen it all. His name is Frank
Howard; the man, the myth, the
legend.
Howard, a native of Barlow Bend,
Ala., was born March 25, 1909- He
joined coach Jess Neely's staff at
Clemson as a line coach in 1931
after graduating from the University
of Alabama. The rest, as they say, is
history.
In 1940, Neely's decision to take
a coaching job at Rice forced a
meeting of the Clemson Athletic
Council to name his successor.
Howard remembers the meeting to
this day.
"They invited me to the meeting,
and I thought I'd already been
elected, to tell you the truth," Howard
said. "One fellow nominated me and
the rest of them sat around the
room, so I said, 'I second the motion.'"
Howard's tenure as the Tigers'
skipper spanned three decades. His
teams won 165 games and eight
conference championships, two in
the Southern Conference and six in
the ACC. His success on the football
field is something Howard cherishes,
but he says the success of his former
players is far more rewarding in the
end.
"I think I've had 37 boys who
have gone on to become million-

aires," said Howard. "Eight of them
off of one team, my 1948 Gator
Bowl team."
His former players have great
respect for their legendary coach,
and Howard says they still keep in
touch.
"They stop by all the time,"
Howard beamed. "Most of them have
gotten old and fat though, and my
eyes are bad, so I usually have to
make them tell me who they are."
Yes, much has changed since
Howard coached his last game at
Clemson. The football program is
stronger than ever in terms of national recognition, but the coach is
not sure about some aspects of
today's game.
"Football today is more like basketball, they throw so much,"
Howard said. "You used to throw
eight or 10 times a game, and now
I see teams throwing 40 to 50 passes
a game. I don't know if it's good or
bad, but I don't think I'd be doing it
if I was still coaching."
He is also quick to point out that
the players at Clemson today are
much different than the Tigers he
coached. Howard says that changes
in the rule book are responsible for
the highly specialized approach to
present-day football.
"Not many of these boys today
could play 60 minutes of football
because they're not in shape," said
Howard. "A boy used to have to play
the whole game because, under the
old substitution rule, you couldn't
come back in the game if you went
out."
As would be expected, Howard's
football career allowed him to meet
and work with many successful
coaches across the country. In fact,

the Alabama legend, Paul "Bear"
Bryant, once asked Howard for a job
on his coaching staff at Clemson.
Howard refused.
"That's the best decision I ever
made, not hiring Bear," Howard
said. "If I had, within six months he
would have slit my throat, drank my
blood, had my job and had Clemson
on probation for life."
Howard only makes such remarks
on the basis of his good friendships
with coaches like Bryant. He says
that most coaches knew each other
in those days and that, like nearly
everything else in football, coaching
has also changed a good bit over the
years.
"I never knew a football coach I
didn't like," said Howard. "Nowdays,
though, coaches change jobs every
time the rent comes due. If you offer
some of them a job making $5 a
month more than they make now,
they'll move."
Since retiring from coaching Dec.
10, 1969, Howard has remained
active in football as the chief recruiter for the Gray squad in the
annual Blue-Gray game. His contributions to Clemson, as well as to
college football, have been numerous.
Perhaps there is no better reminder of Howard's legacy than his
Rock that has traditionally been
rubbed for good luck as the Tigers
run down the hill before each game
in Death Valley. The Rock represents the commitment Howard expected of each of his players on
game day.
"I told my boys if they were going
to give me 110 percent in that game,
they could rub my rock," said
Howard. "I told them if they weren't

courtesy of sports information

Frank Howard
with The Rock
going to give me 110 percent, they
better keep their filthy hands off my
rock."
Howard was honored by Clemson University with the presentation
of the Clemson Medallion, which is
awarded to a living person who

exemplifies the dedication and foresight of its founders.
"When I was hired as head coach
I signed a four-year contract," said
Howard. "I never had another one
after that. I never wanted to be
anvwhere but Clemson."

NEED COLLEGE $ ?
Thursday, Oct. ^
9:15pm
Vickery Hall

{Jfamptmj

Scholarships, Grants, & Loans
available from private sources.
Call 294-9829 for FREE
recorded info and brochure!

Branch Computer Services

Good Luck.
iftmlml Ttin

201 Asheville Avenue
Cary,N.C. 27511

Football Special!
M $yff|OOplus
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in Tigerama tonight!
We are proud of you!
Calhoun Society - remember...
Calhoun Society will hold its next meeting on Tuesday, November
10th. Discussion will include cultural events for next Spring.

tax

Clemson vs. NCSU
October 23-25,1992
• Free Continental Breakfast
• Outdoor Pool
• Minutes from Carter-Finley Stadium

Call now for reservations
and directions!

1-800-288-2279

Career Mentor Program Begins
The Honors Program has initiated a new service for its students, the
"Career Mentor Program." It is a way to receive current, real-world information about various careers and graduate schools that you may be considering. Each student will be matched with an Honors alumnus who has
volunteered to answer questions about his or her profession, choice of
graduate school, or personal goals, and to offer tips on marketing your degree and the names of other professional contacts or sources of information.
Alumni mentors are in careers as varied as news broadcasting, NASA research, medical school, environmental control, horse racing, and marriage
with children. Come by the Honors office to look through the career mentor notebook and be matched with an Honors alumnus of your choice.
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Velcro Jumping Hits
Tigertown
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Howard- the man. themvthTne
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The Blind Tiger

Around Campus

Natasha's Stars

Thursday, October 15 thru Saturday October 17 Batman Returns at the Y Theater
Thursday, October 15 - Third Thursday at the Thurmond:
"How to find a LULU site: Where to Put Societies
Unwanted Facilities," by Herbert Inhaber, Westinghouse
Savannah River Corp. 7:30 p.m., Strom Thurmond
Institute. FREE.
Friday, October 16 - Tigerama: "Tiger TV Classics." Pep
Rally 7 p.m., skits 7:30 p.m., Memorial Stadium, $2.
Sunday, October 18
the Y Theater.

:::¥:■:■:*»
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Batman: The Movie, Free Flick at

Tuesday, October 20 - Belinda Dudley: A graduate of
Converse College and the Manhattan School of Music who
enjoys the reputation of being one of the finest Sopranos
in the Upstate. 8 pm, Daniel Hall Auditorium, FREE.
Saturday, October 24 - The Chinese Golden Dragon
Acrobats and Magicians of Taipei: A family evening of balance, juggling, comedy, magic, and dance that delights all
ages. 3 pm and 8 pm, Tillman Auditorium. Students $6,
Adults $8.
All Clemson University departments, clubs, and organizations can advertise their upcoming events free under
Around Campus in The Blind Tiger.
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R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND

ARIES (March 21-April 19) You are most "rammy"this
week, and you do whatever it takes to get what you want.
Be ready for it all. Be warned — all this could cost you, as
you find out this weekend. Boy, oh boy, are you exhausted!
A stunning week comes to a slow fizz.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20) Think, think, think before
you take action this week. You are a dynamite keg waiting
to be lit. (You could be triggered very easily.) You're
amazing to watch as you race through work, errands and
wildness. Watch expenses in this carefree mood.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20) Whoopee is the key word
this week. You soar as the week begins, and though there
could be a momentary lull midweek, your charisma peaks
later on. Go for what you want, whatever that looks like.
Be prepared to'indulge and be indulged all weekend long.
CANCER (June 21-July 22) All eyes are on you this
week. Your performance at work brings you cheers.
Friends surround you and desire you. The drums beat for
you, and you get what you want. You may be on overload,
but you do manage to indulge in your winnings all
weekend long.
LEO (July 23-August 22) The key to your week is your
creative, high-voltage imagination. Just let it go and discover solutions, ideas and excitement. You receive kudos
at work, if you are responsible. Count on an early weekend
when you get what you want.
VIRGO (August 23-September 22) You're into being a
duo this week, be it with love, money or business. You've
got a touch of magic working for you. Your ideas perk and
you surprise others as you take action. Let everyone know
you are a force to be dealt with.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) PLAY passive this week; let
others PLAY dominant. You know you hold the trump
card. Get all the information you can though, before you
play it. Get ready for escape and excitement this weekend.
SCORPIO (October 23-November 21) You can be,
trusted to get the job done this week. Plunge into work and
get your just rewards. If single, you may find a new
playmate to ogle by the weekend. Over the weekend, plan
on a romantic dinner for two. Need we spell it out?
SAGITTARIUS (November 22-December 21) You
bring the spirit of the weekend with you to work this week
— if you show up. Work hard and quickly, and by week's
end, you're back to being the party animal again. You can't
help it, what with all the invites.
CAPRICORN (December 22-January 19) All the better
to keep certain matters close to the chest right now. You
appear mysterious and even more intriguing to a loved one.
The need to exercise your libido is high all week. Max out
this weekend. So many want you — consider cloning
yourself.
AQUARIUS (January 20-February 18) You swing from
high to low to high again. You are dealing with concerns
that are extremely personal this week. You lighten up and
roll into a wild weekend. Your specialities are play and
friendship.
PISCES (February 19-March 20) You do exemplify
your sign this week, though you could find yourself trying •
to swim in more than one direction at the same time. Much
is going on, yet you are off doing some real soul-searching.
Count on a quiet weekend as you blend your two sides.
©1992 by King Features Synd.

TYPERIGHT
the
BOOK
CELLAR

Why pay
full price?

Before buying that
book new try us first!
Located behind SCN

Resumes
Cover Letters
Term Papers
Rubin Square
653-7901

CLe.m5.0n 1 ^Inait (Pzk <^ioomLny
•Tropical & Salt Water Fish
•Aquariums & Fish Supplies
•lams, Science Diet Foods
•Located in Fort Hill Plaza(Whn Dixie)

654-6285
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WHILE PR6PARIN6- BR6AX.FAST
FOR HER FAMILY, BELINDA
MILES OF ONTAWo, CANADA
DISCOVERED...

TRUE TO THE WORD!
MEVER BEFORE HEARD!
READ

A FWFPER BONE FR6M A
WALRVtt IN A 8o% OF CORN

FLAKES.

Abiity • Maximum Rock N Rd • Boing Boing •

*

BELIEVE IT...

I

o

BOOKS

OR ELSE!!

1

H 20% Off Most Hardcovers >
f Including Special Orders s.
IDAHO, Hfca.WHILE HARVESTING
A SKAAUL PLOT OP POTATOES,
SARAH GRANT FOUND AN
UNUSUAL "TUBER". ..

TRUE TO THE WORD!
NEVER BEFORE HEARD!
READ

CD

A FOSSIUZE.D DINOSAUR Efr6
DETERMINED TO BE ALMOST
S\*Tf MiUHON TEARS OLD.

8>

BBUEMB IT...

MAGAZINES I
Over 1000 Titles
Many Truly Obscure

OR ELSE!!

2
3

'PLE'Z VL

CD

D
0)
3
(Q

COMICS
Marvel, DC, &
Independents

FOOD STORES

C/)

»
>

B

Monday Is Guys
Niaht Out
Free Pizza at Half Time
$100 or more for Correct
Score
654-7649 • Hwy 93 at 123

GO TIGERS! - HOMECOMING 92'
'NATURAL LIGHT - $10.39/Case+Dep
>BUD, BUD LT, DRY - $11.99/Case
*KEGS.KEGS.KEGS - Reserve or Drop By!
Home of the BUD CARD - Super Specials every Wk End*

h

233 Pendelton Rd • Behind Armory • 654-2907

I
&
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9 AM-9PM
2 SLOAN STREET
CO DOWNTOWN
EIGHT DAYS
O CLEMSON ,
■- _„ A WEEK
654-2210

8

>
CO
CD

5".
cF
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FLOAT Over To

During HOMECOMING
(Centrally Located - Next To The Bookstore)

4-8 8-Til
Pitchers
2.50/3.25
Pint Draft
.75/1.00
Domestics
.75/1.25
Imports
1.25/1.75
*Tiger Stripe Accepted
Big Screen TV & Bar • Pool Tables & Pinball/FREE Foosball
Availability Of The Games Area Next Door (Yes You Can Take Beer Over There Til 12)
Open 10:00 am Home Football Saturdays w/Free LIVE Acoustic Entertainment
"CHRISTY SNOW" - After The Game
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Football vs
Freshmen
Sophmores
DukeClemson
Tigerama
Pick Up Duke Pick Up Duke
Classic
starts at 7 pm X-Country
Football
Football
Memorial
Tickets at
Tickets at
Meet
Stadium
Gate 6 of
Gate 6 of
Horticultural
Littlejohn
Littlejohn
Gardens 9 am

pub & deli
Wednesday at 8pm
Dart Tournament
$ PRIZES $
101 Keith S

We Only Serve Longnecks!
$1.25H.H. -$1.50 REG
EARLE ST. JUST BEHIND SCN
DOWNTOWN
Darts • Pool • Pitchers

Wed 10/14 Thursl0/15

Fri 10/16

Try Our
Weekly Dinner
Specials

Dine Here
Before
Tigerama

Segrams
Backs tree ts NewSpritzer

A private Club for members & guests 18+
654-3736

Live Music with
The Binge

Celebrate
Open
Homecoming Sundays 12 -9
Here
Was Anyone
building
floats sober

Centerline Live

Closed

Edgars

FREE
Foosball

Live The
Drovers

Float Over Live Christ;
Snow
For a Beer

All
Students
Welcome

Drexler's
Live

Dream Clock
(Formerly The
Contenders) LIVE

Closed

Bass Ale by
the Pint

Volleyball
Happy
Beat App. St. Birthday Julie

Jennifer Sez
Tigers 28
Duke 20

Get Your
Head Up
Marta

Mystery Bar
Tender

2 Fors with Jagermeister
Wings,
Genoa Club Clemson Cup Party w/ Girls Free
Rings, Fries

885-7000
for shuttle

Free
Domino's
Pizza

Live Music
in the
Cantina

CLOSED

T-2IsBack

$5

Los Hermano!
Cantina

ACOUSTIC
NTTE(for all
those not afraid
to party

10 pm

Happy Hour
Mon - Fri 4-7

Male
Jagermeister
Burlesque
8:30 & 10:30 Girls Here

Foosball

Barfield &
Madden Liv<

Cancun • South Padre Island •
Bahamas/Cruise • Caribbean Cruise

Reds

Thanks Pikas

TD's

Jagermeister The Wild Men From Bon Spank the
Girls Tonight
Are Back!!!
Blue Devils

TTT

Big Bash II
Tonight

When you're too pooped to pomp...
munchies with us til 2 am
Happy
60' s Night PikeHour

Wlcome
Home
Alumni!
Thanx Derix

Book Early and Save!

Live Gibb Droll
The
- Jagermeister
UNDERGROUND
Party w/Girls

Recover from Homecoming
Tigers 31
Begins At
Act II at TTT
Devils 17
TTT
Hottest Dance Live Crimso Homecoming
Mix in
Mist - Class Everyone will
Clemson
R&R
be here

I.C. Light "
650/$l.OO E

Cheap Cold Beer
Free Cash For
Correct Score

Gameroom

Pool, Darts "™
Pinball 8a(

Thanks for
Supporting
MNF

Open
Sundays

$1.00 Longnecks 4-8 Everyday

Open 7 Days
aWeek L

MNF
2 for Tuesday 2 ™
iVings$1.99 doz
Natural Lt
750 Natural
Draft for $1.00 [hi
draft

Clemson28
Duke 21

Fastbreak

Nick's

By GARY LARSON

Mon 10/19 Tues 10/20

Football

Charlie T*s

Spring Break '93

THE FAR SIDE

m

RECOVER Monday Night

690 Busch
andBusch
Light

Mc P's

Call your Clemson Rep at 654-5931

Sun 10/18

Lingerie
Fashion
Show

Beer All
Esso Club Cold
the Time

Clemson's Total Entertainment Club
Appearing Live
Wed. Oct. 14-Gibb Droll
Fri. Oct. 16 - Crimson Mist
Thurs. Oct. 22 - Bad Creek
Fri. Oct. 23 - Paris Red
Happy Hour Every Fri. 4-8
$5 mixed pitchers

Happy Hour
4-7 Mon-Fri

Sat 10/17

«

Volleyball
vs Furman 4
JerveyGyra j
7pm |

Ladies Play
Free
Fa

Casino Nite —
Carolina

For Private Parties Call
654-CLUB •
MNF Buffalo
Wings 4-10

,
'«

Maynard
Cha-Ching and >S
his Pal jamie ; C

Columbos
Keystone $1.00
Tony and
Pizza Night TonyaB-day
All the Time
at 5 pm
Congratulations Dr. Waldvogel
Welcome to Clemson Sherry
Eating At 93
Fish Camp

MNF Free
Columbos
Pizza

$2 Vodka &
Margaritas
Always

Opne for
Hangover
Recovery

Come See the
King

KARAOKE!*
Next Best Thing
to Real Music

TTT Halloween
Party 10/28 &
10/29

NFL Free
Domino's
Pizza

Velcro
Jumping for
TTT Cash

Too Late for
Diehard Parties Whales Come
one More Nighl
Save Hal

l>

]

Private Party
«1*

Wt Genoa Come Watch the Games
^^gyv^lUD
On Our 1uu" screen
Look for our Bahamas Giveaway
2 Bar brands in a FREE Clemson Cup for $5.00
Sundays - FREE Domino's Pizza
Fridays - FREE Wings, Rings, & Curly Fries
Shuttle Bus Phone 885-7000 (It's a local number)
Explorers from another cartoon are captured and
tortured by the savage Farsidians.
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Memberships Now on Sale Mon-Thurs 4-7
W^MHWnCWMP—i—HL mWSCTS

|

^

Orange &
Juniors pick
White
Soccer vs Seniors Pick
UpNC
Swim Meet Maryland Up NC tickets Tickets at
at Gate 6
lOam-Fike Riggs Field
Gate 6
LitUejohn
Football at
Littlejohn
2pm
Coliseum
Coliseum
NC State

Soccer vs
UNCCharlotte
Riggs Field
7pm

fit.
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Wed 10/21 Thurs 10/22
101 Keith S

Come
Watch the
Braves

Backstreets

Dart Tourney
at 8:00
$Prizes$

Charlie T's

Lingerie
Night

Edgars

LIVE
Comedian

mmm^

^

Getal9oz
Killians Mugs

Fri 10/23

Sat 10/24

Sun 10/25

Patio Open
Rain or
Shine

Try
Blackened
Voodoo

Rolling Rock
on Tap Soon

Come Watch We Accept
MNF
Discover Card

Sack the
Pack

DELI!!!

Best Beer Prices in Town

Closed

MNF
2 for Tuesday 2
Nings$1.99 doz
Natural Lt Draft
750 Natural
for $1.00
draft

Next Thursday Halloween
Party - Reasonably Blue
690 Busch
andbusch
Light

2 N 10Z LIVE

LIVE Dance
LIVE
Party Band Lubricators

October Import Pete's
Wicked Ale 1.25/1.75

Somewhere In Betwee
LIVE

Mon 10/26

Hear All the
Hits MNF

52 More
Drinking Days
tilGRAD

Cold Beer

Fastbreak

$1 Longnecks 4 to 8

Clemson 24
NC State 20

Open
Sundays

Free Cash For
Correct Score

Ladies Play
Free

Shuttle on
Schedule
NOT

Marta Sezs
Jennifer 2 Jim (

Out Of Here

Who is in
Kentucky

Casino Nite
Prizes

885-7000
for shutde

Free
Domino's
Pizza

Llla
Gameroom Pip Brent
Nat

Homecoming
Party

Clemson Cup $5 Free Wings,
Genoa Club 2 Fors with
All the Time

Rings, Fries

Los Hermanoi
Cantina

ACOUSTIC
NITE(for all
those not afraid
to party

Mc P's

Happy Hour
Mon - Fri 4-7

Live Will
& Rich

CLOSED

Have You Tried I.C. Light and Iron
City? Only $1.50

Reds

Thanx Pikas

TD's

Come see
SRB

TTT

Karaoke for
TTT Cash
Tonight

The
UNDERGROUND

Private
Party

Happy
Birthday
Tracy

70's Night

The Merge Live
Ladies Night
Brent's
Working

World Series
Always at
TTT

Pack the
WOLVES

I
i i

Every Saturday Night
Live Music in the
Cantina
Saturday, October 24th
Will & Rich

I | (Just Like a Willie and a Four Wheel Drive) |

Cheap Cold Beer

For Private Parties Call
654-CLUB
MNF Buffalo
Wings 4-10

Maynrd
Cha-Ching and
his Pal jamie

Open Sundays for Members • Keystone $1.00 All the Time

Nick'

W«^»N*v>:v:::->x-x.:*>:.:.^^

Tues 10/27

Esso Club

Closed

™
Sup thp Pro^iHont'c v/icit nano 7A

Every
Wednesday
For those not afraid to party!

Featuring Clemson's Best
Musicians
- No Cover -

Sleep that Get Your Costumes Ready to
Extra Hour
Party Saturday Night

Ya At 93
Sorry Arnie See
Fish Camp

MNF Free
Columbo's
Pizza

Halloween
Bash Coming
Soon

Run the
Option Ken

Open for
lunch

Hell
w/Smedley,
Come See
Glenn

Karaoke! Tip

Tigers -17
Puppies -13

Halloween
Party 10/28 &
10/29-

Tokens Good
Upstairs also

Mixed Doubles
Pool Tourn.
Upstairs

Hal's Shown
Dance
No Cover
Live Bad Live Paris Hottest
Begins at 9
Mix in
Request
Night
Red
Creek
pm
Clemson

Well! Tip
Often!
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4-Day
Halloweeen
Extravanza Starts
Tomorrow
osuns

□ m NOBODY ^°'%
- 11 KNOWS
PG i| LIKE
654-3082
yifca DOMINO'S ^
&

t

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Manager: Frank Smith

Late Night Special
$5.99

The Music Scene

Two For Tuesday

WE
R E-CYC L E
OLD
GU ITARS

2 for $1.00

Natural Light Draft
Starts at 8 pm
Call 654-WING

Medium One Topping Pizza
Includes Free Extra Cheese
Offer Valid lOpm-Close Sunday-Thursday

i

Meal Deal
$6.99

THE AREA'S BEST SELECTION
OF USED GUITARS/AMPS

Medium One Topping Pizza
Includes Free Extra Cheese
& Two Ice Cold COKES

Call 653-7011 or 1-800-564-8813
Highway 93 Clemson, SC - Next to Fastbreak
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Road Trip.
Ray Charles - Peace Center
October 14

Album Releases

tsaoHSdt

Choice-1

available at
Listeners Choice

COMPACT DISCS AND TAPES
ROCK'COUNTRY-JAZZ'SOUL-CLASSICAL

Full Selection of News CDs and
Over~2500 Used CDs

Soul Asylum - Grave Dancers Union
James Taylor - Chastain Park,
October 16, 17
Ray Charles - Blockbuster
Pavilion, October 17
Drivin' N' Cryin' - The Roxy,
Atalanta, 249-6400, 8 pm
The Fabulous Thunderbirds
and the Bluerunners - October
20, 8 pm, Ruberts, Atlanta, 2669866.
Bad Company - Lakewood
Amphitheater, 249-6400, 8 pm,
October 24.
The Righteous Brothers - Fox
Theater, Atalanta, October 26, 8
pm, 249-6400.

Alice In Chains - Dirt

R.E.M. - Automatic For The People
Bob Marley - Songs of Freedom (4 CD)
Stevie Ray Vaughan - In The Beginning
Nation of Ulysses - Plays Pretty for Baby
Roxette - Tourism
Meat Beat Manifesto - Satyricon

Open Mon-Fri 10 to 8 • Sat 10-6
•Sun 1:30 to 6

Nine Inch Nails - Broken
Garth Brooks - The Chase

200 Victoria Square

Prince
Talking Heads - Popular Favorites(Box Set)

The Ramones - International
Ballroom, October 26, 249-6400.

$2.00 off all used CDs
priced over $5.00
Sale ends 10/27/92

TIGEQTOUIN
Greatfill Bead

•T-Shirts
• Posters
• Guitar Strings
• Imported CDs
• Magazines
• Blank Tapes
• Gift Certificates

Peter Gabriel - US

Gampm

ABSOLUT

We Move All VOMF Favorite Shirts!
349 COLLEGE AVE 654-1365

mmmm

See the President's visit, naae 7A.
The Blind Tiger
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Q. I read in a column
that Anthony Andrews,
one of my favorite English
actors, will be doing a
miniseries sometime this
year. Since I'm such a big
fan of his, I'd love to know
when the show will be on
and what he thinks about
it. I remember when he
did
"Brideshead
Revisited," he made some
very insightful remarks
about that series that
made watching it so much
more interesting. Also,
does he mind all those references to "Brideshead?"
Thank you. Jocelyn P.
A. Your letter was really
timely since Andrews' new
miniseries,
called
"Danielle
Steel's
'Jewels'," by the way, will
air on NBC October 18 and
again on October 20. I
talked to Anthony Andrews
about the production and
this is what he had to say
about it:
"No, I don't mind the references to 'Brideshead' at
all. It was a fine series and
I'm grateful to have been a
part of it."
Q. What is the name of
the movie starring my
idol, Sinbad, as a football
player? And, please tell
me there is such a movie,
because otherwise I'm

going to have to take a lot
of ribbing from my
brother. Dennis L.
A. No ribbing for you,
Dennis. There was such a
film called "Necessary
Roughness." You can catch
up with it on HBO Oct. 17.
Incidentally, your idol costars with "Quantum
Leap's" Scott Bakula as the
aging college "freshman"
around whom much of the
action takes place.
Q. I heard that Nicolas
Cage of "Honeymoon In
Hollywood" is very difficult to get along with,
both onscreen and off. Is
there any truth to this
rumor? Judy J.

A. As far as working with
Nicolas onscreen, I haven't
heard one bad word about
this talented actor. Offscreen, I had the pleasure
of recently flying the Los
Angeles to New York "redeye" and found him charming as well as polite to the
crew and passengers alike
on this long and tiring
flight. In fact, the actor
mingled with passengers at
6 a.m. at the luggage area of
JFK airport, picked up his
luggage and quietly left. No
chip on this fellow's
shoulder.
Q. I think Charles
Kuralt is wonderful.
Could you tell me about
him? Patricia B.
A. He's 57, a North
Carolina native who's been
in the news business since
the age of 8. His first venture was a neighborhood
gazette called The Garden
Hills Press. At the University of North Carolina, he
was the editor of The Daily
Tar Heel, and later he wrote
a column, People, for the
Charlotte News that won
him the Ernie Pyle
Memorial Award and led
him to CBS.
At CBS, at 22, Kuralt was
put to work rewriting
cables for correspondents
for WCBS radio, but he

wanted to become a
reporter. Within months, he
was being sent around the
country to cover stories.
Three years later, he was
chosen to anchor CBS's
"Eyewitness to History"
series, but according to
some CBS chieftains, he
lacked star quality and was
replaced by a man he'd
beaten out originally for the
job, Walter Cronkite
His next assignment was
opening and heading up
CBS's bureau in Rio, followed by a stint as Los Angeles bureau chief. He
decided that he wasn't particularly suited to covering
hard news, however; he
preferred features. So in
1967, he conceived the idea
of doing stories on
Americans who didn't
make news, who weren't
well known.
Q. I understand Dinah
Manoff of "Empty Nest"
is the daughter of a
famous director. Can you
tell me who he is? Marian
C.
A. He is a she: Dinah's
mother, Lee Grant, who is
also an award-winning
actress, is one of
Hollywood's finest directors. Dinah's father was a
screenwriter.

Flick Picks
by Debbie Fletcher
SCHOOL TIES
One of my favorite movies of all time is "Gentleman's
Agreement" with Gregory Peck. Those of you who recall
it know that it's the story of a man determined to expose
the anti-Semitic policies of posh country clubs. While this
new flick probably won't be a classic, it explores the same
theme.
Brendan Fraser stars as David Greene, a teenager from
a working-class Jewish family. David is blessed with good
looks, a great personality, excellent grades and tremendous athletic prowess on the football field. St. Matthew's,
a very WASP prep school, recruits David for his senior
year so he can lead the school to a long-awaited football
victory. While the powers-that-be at St. Matthew's are
well aware that David is Jewish, both they and David take
great pains to hide the fact. This is, after all, 1955, and the
hallowed halls of St. Matthew's have echoed only with the
voices of very WASP-y, privileged young men of the
upper class.
At first, David fits right in, and no one suspects he is a
Jew. He even goes to chapel and pretends to sing along
with the Protestant hymns. It's obvious he hasn't a clue as
to what the words are, but he manages to pull off his
charade. During this period, he leads the school to its first
football victory in decades, but there are some portents of
what's to come. For instance, the headmaster says to him
at one point, "You people are very determined, aren't
you?". Surprisingly enough, David takes this in stride.
Of course, David also finds a love interest, but in true
Romeo and Juliet fashion, she's a WASP as well, and she
has no inkling of David's heritage.
Ultimately, David's "dirty little secret" comes out, and
he's accused of cheating, which, of course, he didn't do.
His friends turn against him, and he's totally humiliated.
He realizes all too late that he should have been true to
himself and proud of his background to begin with. "*
The ending sort of reminded me of "Dead Poet's
Society." That's all I'm going to reveal about it.

f

Of Clemson
TD s654-3656
Wild Men From Borneo
The Merge

October 15 & 16
October 22 & 23

5th Annual
Dewey's HALLOWEEN BASH
October 29th
Weekly Specials:
Mondays - CU Staff 10% menu discounts
Tuesdays - Clemson's Best Karaoke
Wednesdays - Half Price Combo Baskets 4-8 pm
Fridays - Wings $1.99/Basket 4-8 pm
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Tbe Blind Tiger

For Sale
All unclassified ads
are Free. Please
send ads one week
prior to publication.
Ads will run for one
month. Mail ads to:
The Blind Tiger, Box
33121, Clemson, SC
29633.

Spring Break Trips to
Cancun, Bahamas, South
Padre Island, Caribbean
Cruise. Book by 11/15/92
and save $75. Call 6545931.

Ball Python Foe Sale, 4
1/2 Feet Long, Very tame,
healthy, feeeds well.
$95.00. Also have tank,
heat rock, etc. For sale,
Call 653-8240.

Datsun
260Z
Cheap 4 Wheel Drive, 74
AMC Eagle, Needs Minor Collectible, New Paint,
Repair but everything Runs Great, $2350, 6544WD Works $600!! 6544544 4544

1972 Free 6 month old 1981 ^z 550, Excellent
to good homeCat Call condition, New Tires, Call
653-3898.
654-6942
THE FAR SIDE

Men's Schwinn Caliente
10-Speed bike, needs a
new chain, blue, $50. Call
654-5931.

By GARY LARSON

Coton
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It was always a bizarre spectacle, but no one ever,
ever, ridiculed the Teapot Kid.

For advertising info
write to:
The Blind Tiger

P.O. Box 33121
Clemson, SC 29633
The Blind Tiger is published
every other Wednesday by
Motivational Graphics. Copyright
1992. No part may be reproduced without written permission.
Artwork, short stories, etc. will be
accepted for publication; however, a self addressed stamped
envelope must be enclosed if you
would like the material returned.
All ads need to be received one
week prior to publication.
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THE (ACT
BIG II)
BASH,
Wednesday, October 14th

16oz. Tall Boys
$1.00
>
(Bud or Coors)
Dan Plowden &

The Bad Creek Band
Limited edition TTT T-shirt
Door Prizes - Giveaways^
Limited to the first 400 people
Everything for one low price starting at8 pm

$1.00 wthout Tshirt
v $11.00 wiHi T-shirt *

# Halloween
f
at
TTT
Lasts 2 Days
Wed. 10/28 - Costumes at
Karaoke for $ & Prizes
Thurs. 10/29 - Costumes
Again for $ & Prizes
Judging at Midnight

Over $500.00 in
Cash & Prizes

